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The investigation of the effects produced by
external irradiation with. f&-rays is of importance in
radiobiology and especially in work on radiation pro¬
tection. To carry out surface irradiation of animals
for this purpose, a convenient method is to place the
animals in an enclosure having y3-active walls. A
suitable material for constructing such an enclosure
is phosphorus-Bakelite, a homogeneous mixture of
roughly equal parts by weight of red phosphorus and
Bakelite. Its properties are described by Blzzell
et al. (1). On activation of this material in a
thermal neutron flux the isotope ^2P is formed, which
emits -radiation of mean energy 0.69 MeV, and high
specific activities are readily obtained. In an en¬
closure of radioactive phosphorus-Bakelite, called for
convenience a ^*P box, the thickness of the walls
■jp
usually exceeds the range of P ys-radiation. The
->2
construction of various J P boxes is described by
32
Paper et al, (2) and details of the P box used in the
present experiments are given by Neary and Young (3).
The theoretical and experimental investigation
described here is concerned with the surface dosage
received by various masses of soft tissue of simple
3.
shape when placed in a -*2p box. In particular, the
effects due to backacattered radiation are examined
in detail.
In the following chapters the general problem is
first discussed and a simple method is described for
deriving surface dosage rates (Chapter II). The
method is only approximate and limited in its appli¬
cations and to correct it and extend it to more
general conditions, data on the backscattered radia-
■\2
tion produced by P y3-radiation are required.
The experiments carried out to provide this informa¬
tion are described in Chapter III. A detailed
analysis of the problem of surface dosage follows in
Chapter IV and equations are derived for finding the
surface dosage in many systems of interest. Finally,
the experiments by which the theory was tested are
described in Chapter V.
4.
CHAPTER II.
ELiaiSHTAKY METHOD FOR DERIVING SURFACB DOSAGE.
When tissue is irradiated with j3-rays, the dose
rate is defined as the energy absorbed per second per
unit mass of the tissue at the point under considera¬
tion. She dose rate is usually derived from
measurements of the ionisation rate in a small air
cavity placed at the point considered. Ihu3 for
such a cavity if J is the ionisation rate, expressed
as the number of ion pairs produced per second per cc
of air at N.T.P., W the average energy expended by a
jQ -particle in producing one ion pair in air, jo the
ratio of the linear stopping power of tissue to that
of air at N.T.P. and d the tissue density, then the
dose rate, 13, the energy absorbed per second per gm.
of tissue?is according to the Bragg-Gray relation
(Gray (4), (5) and (6))
This equation applies equally well to points on
the surface as well as in the interior of a tissue
mass.
The dose rate E may be expressed in ergs/gm./sec.
or since this unit is small in rad/aec., one rad
representing an energy dissipation of 100 ergs/gm.
For convenience in clinical work ii-ray dose rates
5.
are often expressed in rep/sec., one rep representing
a do3e of 33.1 erga/gm. If I) is the dose rate in
rep/sec. and J is expressed in e.s.u. per sec. per cc
of the cavity and if it is assumed that W = 32.5
electron volts and that the electronic density and
electronic stopping power of soft tissue are the
same as those of water then
1) = J\J (2)
where ^pe is the electronic stopping power of water
relative to air and is about 1.01 for the ^3-rays
emitted by radium, according to Heary (7).
In the theory and experiments to follow it is
convenient to discuss the problems for the most part
in terms of J, the ionisation rate. The ionisation
rate bears a fixed ratio to the dose rate and where
necessary the latter can be found from equation (1)
or (2).
Elementary Theory.
When a mass of soft tissue is placed in a
box, i.e. an enclosure whose walls are of radioactive
phosphorus-Bakelite, it is often difficult to measure
the surface ionisation rate and hence dosage rote at
a given point on the mass. On the other hand it is
comparatively easy to measure the ionisation
rate in the empty ^2P box when air absorption has
Fig. 1.
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teen corrected for. It is therefore of interest to
find out under what conditions J„ , the surface ion-Zrt'
isation rate at a point on the tissue mass when air
absorption has been corrected for, can be derived
from J. .
J+rr
Consider a system (Fig. 1) in which a large
sphere of soft tissue is placed centrally in a spher¬
ical box, a very thin air film separating the
two. Initially the inner sphere is supposed replaced
by an exactly similar one of phosphorus-Bakelite.
If the latter were given the same specific ya-activity
as the enclosure, then 3ince absorption in the air
film is negligible, the ionisation rate on the surface
i
of the sphere would be equal to the ionisation
rate (corrected for air absorption) in the empty
box. Further this surface ionisation rate would be
due equally to the inner sphere and the enclosure.
It follows that when the inner sphere is not radio¬
active the surface ionisation rate Jwill be equal
to IF the backscattered radiation produced in
soft tissue by yQ-rays is the same as that for
phosphorus-Bakelite then when the inner sphere is of
soft tissue the surface ionisation rate will be the
same. So for the system considered (Fig. 1)
- 0.500 (3).
This equation is discussed briefly by Raper et
al. (2). It is argued that a point on the surface
of any large object in a box receives radiation
over a solid angle of 2rTand hence the surface ion-
isation rate is is stated that the equa¬
tion is only approximate because of ^3-ray scatter¬
ing, but no further analysis is made.
Returning to the argument above it is clear,
in the first place, that equation (3) will require
modification if the backscattered radiations from
soft tissue and phosphorus-Bakelite differ signifi¬
cantly.
Secondly, if the inner sphere of soft tissue is
made appreciably smaller than the P box while still
~\2
being large compared with the range of J P ^ir¬
radiation in soft tissue, it is doubtful if equation
(3) will still apply. Since the tissue sphere no
longer acts as a complete shield, preventing ^3-rays
from one part of the box reaching another part by a
direct path, the radiation received at a point on the
tissue sphere will be supplemented by radiation
emitted by one part of the wall and backscattered by
another.
Thirdly, if the radius of the inner sphere is
made comparable with the range of ^ P ^3-radiation
in soft tissue, then the inner sphere will be partial¬
ly transparent to Q-radiation and the surface
8.
ionisation rate will be increased.
To treat the first two effects in detail and
find the modifications required in equation (3) re¬
quires data on the properties of the baokscattered
radiation produced by 32p ^..rayS)i The experiments
to fulfil this need are described next and following




r;:,pPRiiviiwgG ON BACICSCATTHRSU IPTA-R/JHATIOK .
If a thin air film separates a thick j& -active
plaque of phosphorus-Pakelite of large area from a
thick layer of inactive material of large area (Pig.
2), the ionisation rate at the centre of the film
may he split into two components:
(1) the ionisation rate Jf due to forward radia¬
tion, i.e. to ^a-rays making their first
traversal of the air film and
(2) the ionisation rate due to p-rays backscatteied
ore or more times, i.e. making their second or
higher order traversal of the air film. This
component is proportional to and will be
denoted by RJ^, where R is called the total
backscatter coefficient.
Hence Jt = Jf(l + R) (4).
Sometimes it is convenient to analyse the ion¬
isation rate caused by backscattered radiation into
a series of components. The ionisation rate of the
n^*1 component is due to ^3-rays making their (n + 1)^
traversal of the air film. When the inactive layer
(Pig. 2) is of phosphorus-rakelite, the total back-
scatter coefficient is denoted by R-^. If the ion¬
isation rate due to the first component of the bock-
scattered radiation i3 r^J^ where is called the
10..
single backscatter coefficient, it seems plausible
to take the ionisation rate due to the n^*1 component
as r^nJ.p» summing all the components we obtain
®i= rrr (5>-
i
If the inactive layer is not of phosphorus-
Bakelite but of another material of total backscatter
coefficient R£ and has a single backacatter coeffic¬
ient rg, then since the ^3-rays are back3cattered
alternately by the phosphorus-Bakelite and by the in¬
active material, it follov/3 by summing the aeries of
components that
R2 = 1* **2 _ 1 (6)<1 - rxr2
Experiments were carried out to determine (1)
the relative values of (1 + R) for various materials,
(2) the absorption coefficient of the backscattered
radiation, (3) the values of R and r for various
materials. The results are needed to develop the
theory of surface ionisation rates in a -box but
the accuracy required is only moderate.
Relative values of (1 + R).
In the first experiments a small coin-shaped
ionisation chamber was inserted between a ya-plaque
of phosphorus-Bekelite (5.2 x 7.7 cm.) and a thick

































called the backsoatterer (Fig. 3). The ionisation
chamber (height 0.90 and diameter 2.3 cm.) was de¬
signed to be as transparent as possible to the ^Si-
radiation. It was made from graphited paper (8.8
mg./cm. ) except for the side facing the back-
scatterer, which was made from a disc of very thin
p
aluminium foil (0.25 mg./cm. ) of diameter 1.9 cm.,
surrounded by a rim of graphited paper (8.8 mg./cm.
of width 0.4 cm. The central collecting electrode
was a thin cylinder of aluminium foil of radius 0.5
p
mm. and thickness 5 mg./cm. . This electrode was
fitted to a standard chamber stem (radius 0.45 cm.),
equipped with a guard ring and a lead carrying the
H.T. supply to the outer electrode.
The ioni3ation currents were measured with a
Townsend balance system using a iindemann eleotro-
meter as the null detector. The high ionisation
rates at the surface of the plaque - of the order of
500 e.s.u./cc./hr. - allowed accurate measurements
to be made. Frequent tests were made by plotting
chamber current : voltage curves to ensure that com¬
plete ion collection was obtained and that no ion
multiplication occurred. because of the fragile
nature of the chamber, frequent checks were necesoaiy
to ensure that no distortion had occurred and this
was done by measuring the chamber current when the
chamber was returned to a fixed position between a
12.
^-plaque and a backscatterer at a fixed distance
apart.
For the measurements of the relative values of
(1 + R) a sheet of acrylic resin (Perspex) was taken
as the standard. The ionisation rate in the chamber
wa3 read for a variety of values of the distance
from the chamber mid-point to the plaque and hg, the
distance from the mid-point to the backscatterer,
both for the material under test and for the standard.
It was found that the ratio of the ionisation rates
varied linearly with h-^ and hg for values of hg
ranging from 0.60 cm. to 1.50 cm., and for values of
from 0.60 to 1.00 cm., and therefore an extrapola¬
tion process was permissible to find the ratio of
total ionisation rates at h.2 = 0, h^ = 0. It was
found that on extrapolating the experimental ratios
for a fixed value of and variable hg that the
values corresponding to hg =* 0 hardly changed as h^
was varied. The total extrapolation factor for
aluminium was 1.035 and for lead 1.10, both measured
from the lowest values of and hg used.
The extrapolated vslue of the ratio of total
ionisation rates gives the value that would be obtain¬
ed in the ideal system of a thin air film separating
a plaque and backscatterer of large area, but a small
correction is necessary for the backscatter
SABLE 1
RELATIVE VALUES OF (1 + R)














Acrylic Resin 1.000 1.000
Tissue Phantom Material 1.000 1.000
Soft Tissue 1.021 1.033




Note: All values in Tables 1 and 2 are uncorrected for chamber
backscatter.
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contribution from the chamber itself and this is made
later (p.23 ).
The full extrapolation process was carried out
for three materials relative to acrylic resin and the
uncorrected values of (1 + R) relative to that for
acrylic resin are shown in Table 1.
The total ionisation rates were then measured for
[ •
a variety of materials for a fixed value of h^ = 0.85
cm. and h2 - 0.85 cm., and the corrections required
to give the relative values of (1 + R) were derived
from the known corrections for the three materials of
Table 1. The relative ionisation rates and the
values of (1 + R), uncorrected for chamber backscatter,
are given in Table 2.
The acrylic resin and polythene used were I.C.I,
commercial products, and the polystyrene was made by
B.D.X. The tissue phantom material was Mix D, as
described by Jones and Raine (8). The material
chosen to simulate soft tissue was an agar gel, con¬
taining Ifo by weight of agar. The layer of sulphide
and oxide on the lead backscatterer was carefully
removed,
In a supplementary experiment the phosphorus-
Bakelite plaque was covered with an aluminium absor-
2
ber (428 mg./cm. ) which reduced the ionisation cham¬
ber current to 3/« of its previous value. The
TABLE 3
EFFECT OF ALUMINIUM ABSORBER.
Material
Relative Values of (1 + R)
Bare Plaque Al Filter





AB is a layer of thickness dm mg.^em;
2
separated by a layer of thickness m mg./cm.
from the air gap.
Fig. 4. •
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relative values of (1 + R) were determined by the
same method a3 before for aluminium, copper and lead.
The results (Table 3) show that for aluminium and
copper the relative values of (1 + R) change very
little.
Absorption of Backscattered Radiation.
To derive the absolute values of (1 + R) it is
necessary to investigate the absorption of back-
scattered radiation in materials composed of light
elements.
Consider a system (Pig. 4) consisting of a
plaque of phosphorus-Bakelite of infinite area
separated by a thin air film from a thick layer of
bsckscattering material. It is assumed:-
(1) that the ionisation rate produced by forward
radiation in the material decreases exponen¬
tially so that at a depth of m mg./cm.^ the
ionisation rate due to forward radiation may
be written as where is the absorp¬
tion coefficient of the forward radiation,
(2) that the ionisation rate produced by the ^3-
radiation backscattered by a thin layer AB of
thickness dm mg./cm.^ at this depth is
kJf.e~/,"n dm at AB, and






p-radiation backocattered from AB falls off
exponentially so that its contribution to the
total ionisation rate in the air film is
dJb = kJfe-/im.e-Xmdrn (7)
wherc^'is called the absorption coefficient
for the backscattered p-radiation.
Integrating over the whole thickness of the back-
scatterer to find the ionisation rate Jb due to the
backscatterer, we obtain
(8).
But by the definition of R
Jb = RJf.
. * • k = (yj + jx )R (9 ) .
If a composite backscatterer (Fig. 5) is now used,
consisting of Digit./cm.2 of material A covering a
thick layer of another material B, the ionisation rate
in the air film may now be found. The contribution
due to backscatter from A, denoted by , is
where suffix one is used for the constants appropriate
to A and suffix two i3 used for those of B.
J, = RxJf(l - e"^' +/1' )ml) (10).




assuming that the backscattered radiation from B has
also absorption coefficient in material A.
• Jz = R2Jfe""^' + ^ ^mi (11).
Hence the ionisation rate due to the total back-
scattered radiation is
(12).
The total ionisation rate including forward radiation
is
zt• L' + *.(•-+ (13).
But for a complete backscatterer of material A the
total ioniaotion rate is
Jx = Jf(l + Rx)
and for material B the total ionisation rate is
«?2 = (1 + Rj?)*
Substituting these values in equation (13) we find
J* " Jl
. e-(/"' )ml (14).
J2 -
Thus by measuring for various values of it is
possible to derive the value of ( yu, + yui/ ) and since
yj, can be readily measured the value of ja! can be
found. While equation (14) is derived for a system
of infinite area, a reasonable approximation to the
value of() will be obtained with a system of
moderate area if the ionisation rates are determined
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The same apparatus (Pig. 3) was used a3 in the
experiment to determine the relative values of
(1 + R), the raid-point of the coin-shaped chamber
being 0.65 cm. from the plaque and 0.90 cm. from the
composite backscatterer. Lead was used as material
B and aluminium as material A in order to obtain a
reasonable difference in the total ionisation rates.
Measurements were made of the total ionisation rate
p
when foils of aluminium, of 20.5 mg/om. thickness,
Jt " Ji
were used to cover the lead. The values of ■*— r—
2 ~ J1
were calculated, their logarithms plotted against
the values of aluminium thickness (Fig. 6), and the
value of (yj, +U\ ) found. A small correction (2$)
was made for the fact that with a finite spacing of
the plaque and backscatterer a slightly lower value
of (^i,+yj,') i3 obtained due to the difference in the
extrapolation factors for lead and aluminium.
It was found that
(yj, + ya,1 ) = 0.0214 t 0.0006 cm.2/mg.
In the experiment carried out to find the value
ofyu, , a small ^3-ray ionisation chamber of shallow
depth (Pig. 7) was placed with its base flush with a,
large sheet of acrylic resin at a height of 0.8 cm.
above a -plaque of phosphorus-Bakelite. Readings
of the chamber current wei-e made with different
thicknesses of aluminium on the plaque, and from the
FIG.8.Absorptioninaluminiumof^-r diation fromPhoaph rus-Bakeliteplaqu .
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results (Fig. 8) it was concluded that the absorption
obeyed the exponential law. A small correction (1$)
was made to cover the slight increase in the back-
scatter when aluminium foils were placed on the
plaque and it was found that for aluminium
= 0.008S 1 0.0003 cm.2/mg.
and that hence
y.l/ = 0.0126 i 0.0007 cm.2/mg-
The value of derived is sufficiently accur¬
ate since it is used only for making small correc¬
tions in the experiment to follow. From this result
it appears that the ioniaation due to the back-
scattered radiation from a thin layer is reduced to
half its initial value when the radiation traverses
2
a layer of 55 mg./cm. of material.
Determination of R.
(a) Ionisation Measurements.
In a previous experiment the relative values of
(1 + R) *vere found for various materials and hence,
if R is determined for any one material, the values
of R for all the materials can be derived.
If the total ionisation rate at the centre of
the surface of a ^3-plaque of phosphorus-Bakelite of
large area, separated by a thin air film from an
overlying thick layer of acrylic resin, is denoted by
J , and if the total ionisation rote at the seme
19.
point when there is only air above the ^-plaque
is denoted by J , air backscatter being corrected
for, then since Ja is the ionisation rate due solely
to forward -radiation
-1 =(1 + E) (15)
Ja
where R is the total backscatter coefficient for
acrylic resin.
The saiae apparatus (Fig. 3) was used 83 in the
experiment to determine the relative values of
(1 + R). To determine Jp, the chamber current was
measured with the chamber at various distances from
the ^3-plaque and the overlying sheet of acrylic
resin. By an extrapolation process the chamber
current find hence the value of Jp were found for an
infinitely small air gap. The correction required
for backscatter from the components of the ionisation
chamber is negligible since the materials used in the
chamber had much the same total backscatter coeffic¬
ient as acrylic resin, and although a small chamber
effect exists for finite spacings of the plaque and
the acrylic resin sheet it disappears in the extra¬
polation process.
The ionisation rate at the surface of the plaque
with no backscatterer present was measured. The
plaque was exposed in a large room, of height and
width exceeding 30 feet, with only the ionisation
20.
chamber and its stem above it. Readings of the
chamber current were taken at various heights above
the plaque and by extrapolation the chamber current
and the ionisation rate at the surface of the plaque
were found. This ionisation rate still requires
correction for the backscatter due to the chamber and




(b) Air and Chamber Corrections.
In calculating the corrections for air and
chamber backscatter, it is permissible to introduce
some approximations. The air correction was assess¬
ed by calculating the value of the ionisation rate at
the centre of the plaque due to the backscattered
radiation from the air. The first simplification
introduced is to replace the rectangular plaque by a
circular one of equal area. If the ionisation rate
due to forward -radiation is at the centre of
the surface of the plaque (radius a) then assuming
that the plaque surface obeys the cosine law of
emission the ionisation rate due to forward y3-
radiation at height h above the centre of the plaque
Jh = Jf(l - h —) (16)
(h2 + a2)»
21.
when air absorption i3 neglected. When air absorp¬
tion is taken into account and^u^ is the linear absorp¬
tion coefficient then
" J^h(1 - tl7)-
The forward ionisation rate at height h cm. i3
less at points distant from the centre. The varia¬
tion of Jf is difficult to express in analytical form
but a simplification may be introduced by which the
forward ioniaation rate is regarded as remaining con¬
stant at the value Jh over a circle of radius r and
is zero outside. The radius r is given by
Jh. rTr2 = Jf rfa2 (18).
This implies that in the absence of air absorp¬
tion the integrated ionisation rate remains the same
at all heights.
For a thin layer of air of thickness S m at
height h cm. above a p-plaque of infinite area, the
ionisation rate at the surface of the plaque due to
radiation backscattered from this layer is
Jb * +pi >h Sm
where ^h/is the linear absorption coefficient of the
backscattered radiation and E i3 the total backscattar
coefficient for air.
For the ^S-plaque of radius a, it is assumed
that the ionisation rate along the central line of
the system due to the backscattered radiation
FIG. 9. Graph showing how the relative ionisatioti rate
due to backscatter from an air layer decreases
as the height of the layer increases.
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decreases according to a law similar to that for
forward ^3-radiation (equation (11)). hence the
contribution to the ionisation rate at the centre of
the plaque by a thin layer of air at height h cm. is
~{fi +a') (' ~~ ~ (j?*?)'4)£ ^ Sm
CM)
This equation was used to compute the total ion¬
isation rate due to the radiation backscattered from
the air. Since the value of R was required and to
derive this from equation (15) the air correction is
required, a method of successive approximations was
/
necessary. The values of and were derived
from the measured mass absorption coefficients for
aluminium. The rapid decrease in the contributions
made to the ionisation rate as the height of the layer
is increased is shown in Fig. 9; it is mainly due to
the rapid decrease in the factor (1 - —_ A n * \
<h2 To®
At the temperature and pressure of the air during
the measurement of Ja*, the ionisation rate due to
the air backscatter was found to be
= 0.013J■£.
The correction required for the chamber back-
scatter was made in a similar way. The parts of the
chamber were regarded as radiators of backscattered
radiation and the ionisation rotes produced by them
in the chamber were calculated. The contributions
TABLE 4
IONISAJIOK RATE SUE TO CHAMBER CQIillONEKIS.
lonisation Rate







made by the four components - the circular wall of
the chamber, the ionisation stem, the collecting
electrode and the top wall of the chamber ore given
in Table 4. The sum of the contributions was
0.0202Jf.
(c) Final value of R.
Since Ja* = Ja + 0.013Ja + 0.0202Jfi
^d £p = 1#162
J
J- = 1.197
and (1+ R) = 1.197 for acrylic resin. The
experimental error is estimated at + 0.02 and so we
finally obtain
R = 0.20 1 0.02.
Final results.
The relative values of (1 + R) can now be cor¬
rected for the 3mall backocatter produced by the
chamber. To do this it is necessary to calculate
the ionisation rate produced by this backscatter and
the reduction in the ionisation rate for the material
under investigation, caused by the absorption in the
chamber. The correction as seen from Table 5 is
small for most materials and even for lead amounts to
only 2.5f". From the corrected values of (1 + R) the
2?ABLE 5
BACKSCATTER FROM VARIOUS MATERIALS.
Material
Relative Values of (1 + R)
Uncorrected Corrected
R r
Acrylic Resin 1.00 1.00 .20 ,16
Polythene 0.97 0.97 .16 .13
Polystyrene 0.99 0.99 .19 .15
Tissue Phantom Material 1.00 1.00 .20 .16
Soft Tissue 1.033 1.035 ,24 .19
50<$» Pho sphorus-Bakelit e 1.067 1,070 .28 .22
Aluminium 1.137 1.145 .37 .28
Copper 1.290 1.310 .57 .42
Lead 1.510 1.545 .85 .61
24.
values of R and r can be derived and are given in
Table 5.
The standard error in the relative values of
(1 + R) is estimated to be less than 1 0.01 for sub¬
stances of mean atomic number lower than aluminium.
For lead the error i3 estimated at 1 0.045 and for
copper 1 0.02. The values of R and r carry a stand¬
ard error of 1 10$.
The results given in Table 5 are in general
agreement with those of Neary (7) obtained under
similar conditions but using the ^-radiation from
radium applicators.
Most investigations on the backscattered radia¬
tion produced by ^-radiation have been carried out
with end-window counters. Usually the increases in
12
counting rate obtained when a thin source of J P is
backed by various materials have been measured. The
results of such experiments, as reported by Zumwalt
(9), Burtt (10) and Yaffe and Justus (11), exhibit an
increase in backscatter with increasing atomic number
similar to that found here.
When a ^&-ray ionisation chamber of conventional
design, i.e. having a solid base and a shallow col¬
lecting volume, is used to find the dose rote in
12
tissue for P applicators, the results of Table 5
may be used to correct the readings when the base
25.
material differs significantly from soft tiasues e.g.
aluminium.
Note. In a published account of part of this work
(Mclnally and Neary (12)) the value of r for
soft tissue is erroneously given as 0.20 instead
of the correct value.0.19.
26.
CHAPTER IV.
THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF SURFACE DOSAGE RATES.
It is now possible to correct and extend the
method, given on p. 5, for finding the surface ion¬
isation rate and hence the dosage rate for a mass of
■\o
soft tissue placed in a J ? box. Three factors will
be considered in turn:
(a) the modification in equation (3), (p. 6), re¬
quired by the difference in backscatter from
soft tissue and pho3phorus-Bakelite
(b) the effect of having a finite air gap between
the tissue mass and the box, and
(c) the effect of malcing the dimensions of the
tissue mass comparable with the range of -*2P
a-radiation in soft tissue.
The theory is first developed for systems having
spherical geometry and then the applicability of the
results to other systems, including that used in the
experimental tests, is discussed. Usually explicit
reference is made only to the surface ionisation
rate, but this bears a fixed ratio to the surface
dosage rate (p. 5 ).
Modification of "Hementory Theory.
The surface ionisation rate Jarr for a large
sphere of soft tissue placed centrally in a closely-
27.
fitting spherical ^ P box was considered previously
(p. 5 ). It was shown that, if the inner sphere
was replaced by one of inactive phoaphorua-Bakelite,
the surface ionisotion rote was equal to half
->p
the corrected ionisation rate in the empty J P box.
In the absence of information on the difference in
backacatter from soft tissue and phosphorus-haleelite,
it was concluded that the ionisation rate on an inner
sphere of soft tissue would be the same.
But from the results given in Table 5 (p.2k),
when a thick plaque of ^3-active phosphorus-Bakelite
of large area is separated by a thin air film from an
overlying thick layer of material, the ionisation
rate at the centre of the film for a layer of soft
tissue is 0.966 of that for a layer of phosphorus-
Bakelite. A similar decrease will hold for the pre¬
sent system and hence on the surface of a large
sphere of soft tissue in a closely-fitting -^P box
the surface ionisation rate is
J2tt = 0.483^ (20).
Effect of Finite Air Gap.
Consider a spherical mas3 of soft tissue (Pig.
-j p
10), placed centrally in a J P box of spherical shape,
the radius of the tissue sphere, a, being le3s than
that of the ^ P box, b, but still large compared with
29.
radiation from the inner sphere is emitted from a,
p
surface of 4na and is received and backscatterad by
O
a surface of area 4ffb . Hence the ionisation rate
at the inner 3phere produced by this backscattered
a2
radiation, being proportional to is negligible
for the present system. The decrease due to this
effect is annulled by an increase due to ^3-radiation
emitted by the outer sphere and backscattered by the
walls of the outer sphere before reaching the inner
sphere. In effect, the outer sphere is thus res¬
ponsible for more than half of the surface ionisation
rate on the inner sphere. Therefore, when the inner
sphere is not radioactive, the ionisation rate at its
surface is greater than half A similar effect
will occur when the inner sphere is of soft tissue.
To derive the actual increases, the inner sphere
is first considered to be of radioactive phosphorus-
Bakelite. Let denote the single backscatter
coefficient and the total backscatter coefficient
for phosphorus-Lakelite (p. 9 ). The surface ion¬
isation rate on the inner sphere may be divided into
three components. The first, Jx1, is due to j3-
radiation from the inner sphere itself and as may be
seen from the case of a. closely-fitting spherical ^2P
box
2jp(l + Hp = Jun.




Thus there ia a considerable increase (23-/,) in
the surface ionization rate and hence dose rate when
the air gap separating the sphere and enclosure is
large.
The intermediate case may be investigated by-
introducing some simplifying assumptions. It is
assumed that when a flux F of ^B-rays is incident on
a surface a backscattered flux rF is produced. This
is assumed to hold whether or not the incident flux
is isotropic. The bockscatter^d flux is assumed to
be emitted according to the cosine law. The ionis-
ation rate at a point is proportional to the flux at
the point, and the constant of proportionality is
taken to be independent of the number of bockscatter-
ing processes which the flux has undergone.
These assumptions are not strictly valid.
Neary (7) has shown that for ^3-radiation incident
mainly normally the amount of backscatter is less
than for an isotropic beam, but the error introduced
by disregarding this is believed to be small. Fur¬
ther the constant of proportionality relating ionisa-
tion rate and flux increases as the mean energy of
the flux falls. The error introduced is small since
the contribution made to the surface ionisation rate by
radiation which has undergone more than two back-
G RQ U P 3. |3-ro^s . Teachiincj inner sphere
ujithout kein^ kockstattW
ktj outer spkeve^.
GROUP C*. ^-raijS reacting inner sphere
scatteredafter" keinq hack
once ku outer sphere.ijdie
GROUP 3. ^3-rajjS reac.kintj inner sphereafter tein^ kackscattered.
kij outer sphere-.
FiG. II Method of grouping the various pluses
OF BETA-RATS FALLING ON INNER SPHERE.
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scattering processes is small.
The surface ionisatxon rate, J2fT, on the tissue
sphere of radius a, centrally placed in a spherical
box of radius b, is due to ^-radiation, which
impinges directly or lias suffered one or more back-
scattering processes by the inner sphere or enclosure.
The various streams of y3-rays may be divided into
groups (Pig* 11). The first group includes all
rays which reach the tissue sphere without being '
backscattered by phosphorus-Bakelite. The second
group includes all those which have been backscattered
once by the phosphorus-Bakelite. It includes ys-
rays backscattered once by soft tissue and then once
by phosphorus-Bakelite as v/ell as those reaching the
inner sphere for the first time after being back-
•4-
scattered by phosphorus-Bakelite. The n group
includes all those which have been backscattered
(n - 1) times by the phosphorus-Bakelite.
Bach element of area dS of the outer sphere is
taken to emit a flux f.eos &.&3 per unit solid angle
at an angle 9 to the normal of the element. Unit
area thus emits a total flux uf over a solid angle of
2IT. The incident flux per unit area of the tissue
sphere due to the primary flux from the whole of the
outer sphere is isotropic and of magnitude rff. The
ionization rate produced by this flux together with
the first-order backscattered radiation it produces is
Radius of sphere of soft tissue«a
32
Radius of P hox®b.
Pig. 12.
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^ = rfkf (1 + r2) (28)
where k is a constant, being the ionisation rate pro¬
duced by unit isotropic flux without backscatter.
Equation (28) thus gives the contribution made by the
first group of ^>-rays.
The primary flux of ^S-rayu on the tissue sphere
2
produces a total backscattered flux of 4-rta .rtfrg, and
p
this falls on the outer sphere of total area 4ffb ,
thus causing each element dS of the outer sphere to
a2
produce a backscattered flux r-jrg.py.f cos 0 dS per
unit 3olid angle at angle 0 to the normal of the
element. Due to this, a flux per unit area of
amount
rrfqr^ (29)
falls on the tissue sphere, this being the first
component of the second group.
There is a further component due to ^-radiation
which is backscattered once by the phosphorus-
Bakelite before reaching the tissue sphere for the
first time. An element of the outer sphere dS^
(Pig. 12) receives from another element dS2 an amount
of primary flux given by
f cos 0 clujjdSg, (30)
where duj, is the solid angle which dS-j_ subtends at
dS2 sftd 0 is the angle of emission. The total inci¬
dent flux of this kind received bydS-^ is given by
34.
summing over the whole sphei-e except for the region




where x is the length of the line joining dS-^ and
dS2, we can rewrite the primary flux received by dSj
from dS2 as f cos © ciujg.dS^, where dcu& is the solid
angle which dS2 subtends at dS-^. The contribution
made by the area of the sphere which lies between
angle © and © + d© is thus
2rrf sin Q cos © d © dS^
and therefore we find that the total incident flux




= rrf dSx(l - ||) (31).
This flux is backscattered and the backscatter
forms the second component of the second group. The
flux which is incident per unit area of the tissue
2
sphere due to this component is trr, f (1 - i* ). The
b2
2
first component produces a flux rTfr-. and thus we
b4^
obtain for the ionisation rate at the inner sphere
due to the second group




a2 , a2v ( (33).
where M =* rlr2~~!? + ^(l - ~tj)
The flux of the third group is evaluated simi¬
larly. It has four components (Fig. 11):
(1) ja -rays which have not been backscattered by
soft tissue.
(2) p-rays backscattered alternately by soft
tissue and phosphorus-Bakelite.
(3) fH-ray3 backscattered first by soft tissue and
then twice by phosphorus-Bakelite.
(4) p-rays backscattered first by phosphorus-
Bakelite then by tissue and lastly by phosphorus-
Bakelite.
It is found that the total incident flux per unit *
/ a2 a2 \2
area of the inner sphere is nf/r^rg^r + - ^)l
for this third group. Thus the ionisation rate pro¬
duced on the tissue sphere is
J3 = (34).
For the n group the ionisation rate is
Jn = \ (35).
Summing for the infinite series of groups we find
that the total surface ionisation rate on the tissue
sphere is
= (1 + r2)ilkf' (36).
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Equation (36) will also apply to an inner sphere
of inactive phosphorus-Bakelite if we put r2 => r^.
If we consider a system in which an inner sphere of
inactive phosphoru3-hakelite is enclosed in a closely-
fitting ^2P "box then, since
(37)-
L1
But Jan = |.J
nkf = KurrU - rq) (38).
Returning to the general equation (36) and substitut¬
ing for trkf we find
.t . An(l ♦ r2)(l - 1)
®fc) u U9).
Substituting for M from equation (33) and rearrang¬
ing the expression we finally obtain
(1 + To)
Zrr = Kn —2——" (40).
1 + - r2)
- t-l)
This equation includes the two special cases dis¬
cussed before:
(1) when a-»b
u ♦ '2)(i - n)
2n = sJ"-n 1 - rxr2
_ (1 + H2)
W(1 + Rx)
which is equation (20) (p. 27)
(2) when ^->0
J2rt = ^n(1 + r2)
which is equation (27) (p. 30).
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From equation (40) it is deduced that equation
(27) will hold to within Ifo if ^ ^ 0.22 and hence
the solid angle subtended by the tissue sphere at a
point on the outer sphere is less than 0.024. 2n.
Thus, when the air gap is more than 3.5 times the
radius of the tissue sphere, the surface ionisation
rate on the tissue sphere is within 1$ of that ob¬
tained with a very large air gap. Further when ^
= 0.71 the surface ionisation rate is
- °-"9JWr <«•>
giving half the maximum increase in surface ionisaiion
rate attained.
Effect of Transmitted Radiation.
When a tissue sphere whose dimensions are com-
■>2
parable with the range of P ^3-radiation in soft
tissue is placed centrally in a spherical ^2P box,
an increase in surface ionisation rate is caused by
^3-rays which are partially transmitted by the tissue.
Consider first that the tissue sphere lies in a
closely-fitting -^2P box. The tissue sphere is now
replaced by one of phosphorus-Bakelite. If this
inner sphere is considered to have the same specific
activity as the -*2P box then the surface ionisation
rate on the inner sphere is But it is not due




contrast to a system of large radius.
The surface ionisation rate due to the inner
sphere itself may he derived approximately hy making
some simple assumptions about the absorption of ya-
radiation in materials composed of light elements.
It is assumed here that the ys-radiation is exponen¬
tially absorbed with a linear absorption coefficient
yu up to the range dQ, beyond which no radiation pene¬
trates. Thus the ionisation rate dJ* produced in a
rainute air cavity by a volume element dv at distance
r is given by
aj1 = Ce"yr,dY
? y < a(IT
r
0 r ^ dlo
(42)
where G is some constant. Loevinger (13) and (14)
has suggested more rigorous equations to supplant
equations (42), but the latter are sufficiently
accurate for the present purpose.
For a radioactive sphere of phosphorus-hakelite
of radius a (Fig. 13), the surface ionisation rate at
the point 0 due to yj-radiation from material lying
between distance r and r + dr from 0 is
jti Ce"^rdvClej =5 - A- m
Td
Since dv = 2nr2(l - -^)dr
.*. dJ« « 2 0(1 - ^e^dr (43).
V,hen 2a / dQ, by integrating over the whole sphere
39.
we find that the surface ionisation rate ia
.Za.
'•I 2nC(l - ^)e"^rdr
O
= 2jl5 t - u <«>.
When 2a. ^ d0
2 0(1 - ^.Je-^dr
0
z"a
a - h-o*Fajut (45).
For a sphere of very large radius
11 _ 2nC _ J wnr" ~
IT'
Substituting for 0 in equations (44) and (45), we find
i Q-Zao
(1 _ - ~0g ) for 2a d 1- - 2a
= &W1 - -glrj) for 2a S d(
(46).
a^4' - — — 0
These equations show to what extent the inner
sphere fails to provide half the ionisation rate at
its surface, when it is enclosed in a. closely-fitting
32P box. The deficiency is of course made good by
the p-radiation partially transmitted by the inner
sphere. Hence, when the inner sphere is not radio¬
active, its surface ionisation rate is
Zvt
- wtnd + 1. 2a
* +^
) for 2a do
for 2a dQ
(47).
when the inner sphere is of soft tissue and not
TABLE 6
RELATIVE SURFACE 10WISASION RATES
FOR TISSUE SPHERES IN
CLOSELY-FITTING 32P BOXES.










of phosphorus-Bakelite, these equations must he modi¬
fied and the values of ja and d0 for soft tissue
U3ed. The first term must he multiplied by the
1+^2
factor p +""R!jL" but the second term, which refers to
transmitted ^J-radiation, will be unchanged. The
assumption is made th t the hackscatter coefficients
appropriate to a system of very large radius may he
used. This is only approximately true and in fact
the hackscatter coefficients must he slightly less.
By carrying out a calculation, similar to that above,
for the backscattered radiation produced in the
inner sphere, it can he shown that the hackscattering
coefficients should he multiplied by a factor
1 - e"~2a (u + ix )1 "
T?T U8)
where jx i3 the absorption coefficient for back-
scattered radiation. Since the correction involved
is small, it is permissible to write js =yj and the
factor becomes
(1 " 1 (49)'
The surface ionisation rates for tissue spheres
of various sizes in closely-fitting ^2P boxes ore
given in Table 6. The value used for jj, is 8.7
cm.""*', corresponding to a half-value layer of 80 ing/
cm. and dc is taken as 0.80 cm. For tissue spheres
of radius 6 cm. or greater the increase in surface
ionisation rate is less than l°/0.
42.
and to extend the applications of these equations to
other systems.
Extension of Results.
For a large sphere of soft tissue placed in a
closely-fitting ^2P "box the surface ioniaation rate
is
Jzn » 0.48-jJ^ (20).
This result holds tc an accuracy of 1 °/o for a sphere
of radius exceeding 6 cm. For smaller radii, trans¬
mitted ^a-radiation has to he taken into account.
The equation will also apply to other systems in
32
which the air gap is minute. The usual kind of J P
hox has rectangular 3idea and for a closely-fitting
tissue phantom the surface ionisation rate will be
given by this equation, except for points affected by
transmitted ^B-radiation. Transmitted radiation
will be negligible at points further than 7 mm. from
the edges of the tissue phantom.
When the air gap in a. spherical system is large
there is a considerable increase in the surface ion¬
isation rate of the tissue sphere. It becomes
J2rr = °-595Jh.rr (27)
as long as transmitted -radiation is negligible.
The value is accurate to If* provided the air gap ex¬






FIG-. 14. Small cylindrical mass of soft tissue
•?2
at centre of a P box with rectangular sides.
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when the solid angle which the inner sphere subtends
32
at any point on the P "box does not exceed 0.024.2rr.
The equation will be valid for any small tissue mass
32
in any shape of P box under similar conditions. It
is essential that the solid angle subtended by the
tissue mass at a point on the ^2p box should not ex¬
ceed 0.024.2 , that transmitted yj-radiation should
be negligible at the point considered, and that the
point should not be screened by any surrounding part.
As an example the system used in the experimental
tests may be considered. A small cylindrical tissue
phantom (Fig. 14) is placed centrally in a large P
box with rectangular sides. On the flat ends of the
cylinder at points further than 7 mm. from the edges
the surface ionisation rate will be given by equation
(27).
Lastly the effects of transmitted yS-radiation
may be estimated by the same method as for systems
having spherical geometry. Thus for a small sphere
of soft tissue in a large *^P box of any shape,
equation (40) with r2 replaced by expression (50)
will be valid.
Summary.
If a mass of soft tissue of simple shape is ex¬
posed in a -^P box}the surface ionisation rate
44.
and hence the surface dosage rate can be derived from
the ionisation rate in the empty box. Three
factors have to be considered: (1) the difference in
backscatter from soft tissue and phosphorus-Bakelite
(2) the size of the air gap between the tissue mass
and the box and (3) the transmission of yfi-radiation
through the tissue mass. For points on a tissue
mass unaffected by transmitted radiation, the surfaoe
ionisation rate in a closely-fitting box, when
air absorption is corrected for, is
When the air gap is not negligible an increase in
surface ionisation rate results. For a large air
gap the ionisation rate at points unaffected by
transmitted radiation is, when air absorption is
corrected for,
JfctT = 595^14.0*
The effects of transmitted radiation are negligible
for points on an object where the radii of curvature
exceed 6 cm. For a tissue sphere of radius 1.0 cm.
the values of are increased by 6$ by transmitted
p-radiation and the increase rises steeply for
spheres of smaller radii.
Hinged D Icor
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In the last chapter it was shown that, when a
small cylindrical mass of soft tissue is placed cen¬
trally in a large ^2P box with rectangular sides, the
surface ionisation rate on the flat ends at points
greater than 0.7 cm. from the edges is given "by
J4« = 0-595JtB (27)
where is the ionisation rate in the empty ^2P box.
It is assumed that both ionisation rates are correc¬
ted for air absorption.
The object of the experimental investigation
described here was primarily to teat this equation.
At the same tine a test was made of the equation pre¬
dicting the ionisation rate on the surface of a
tissue phantom of rectangular sides in a cloaely-
A2




The J P box used was designed by Neary and Young
(3). It had rectangular sides and its internal size
was 38.6 x 21.6 x 21.6 cm. It was built from






FIG. 16. Apparatus used to compare ys-ray emission
from intact and filed faces of Phosphorus-Bakelite
squares.
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cm. end thickness 0*45 cm., the plaques being fitted
to the walls of a thick Perspex box (Fig. 15)* At
the front of the box there was a small portal fitted
with sliding doors, which was useful for inserting
small ionization chambers into the box* The rear
end of the box was fitted with a hinged door so that
large tissue phantoms could be inserted into the box.
The floor of the box carried two thin rails which
were used to support the phantoms.
Test on Phosphorus-Bakelite.
In the manufacture of phosphorus-Lakelite it is
possible that the layers near the surface may be
given a concentration of phosphorus appreciably diffe¬
rent from that in the interior. If this occurs then
the theory given previously will no longer be strict¬
ly applicable.
To test for any surface layer effect five squares
of phosphorus-Iiakelite of 1 cm. side were used* One
face of each square was left intact while from the
opposite face a weighed amount of material was re¬
moved by filing. The squares were then activated
together in a thermal neutron flux and after suffic¬
ient time had elapsed to ensure that any extraneous
activities were negligible, each square was assayed
in a counter assembly (Fig. 16). The narrow












1 2.9 10,035 10,874 + 0.35
2 31.1 9,690 10,200 + 5.3
3 30,3 10,325 10,325
4 55.1 9,972 9,871 «* 1.0
5 11.1 10,224 10,120 - 1.0
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that the jS-radiation was received from a well-defined
area,. The counting rates were determined "both for
the intact and filed faces, the results being given
in Table 7.
From the results the mean counting rate over the
filed faces is 0.7# greater than for the intact faces.
p
If a surface layer of 10 rag./cm. possessed no phos¬
phorus, then the filed face would show an increase in
counting rate of 10# over the intact face. It seems
safe to conclude that with the phosphorus-Bakelite
used the surface layers were not significantly en¬
riched or deficient in phosphorus.
Ionisation Current Measurements.
Before describing the ionisation chambers used
in the experiments, it is convenient to comment
briefly on the current measuring system. As in the
experiments in Chapter II a Townsend balance method
was used with a Lindemann electrometer as the null
detector. The instrument was fitted with three
Townsend capacitors: (1) a small air gap condenser
of 39.6 pF/2) a small Plastapack condenser of 2117 pF
and (3) a large Plastapack condenser of 54800 pF.
The Plastapack condensers were subjected to stringent
tests as regards leakage but no defect was found.
The values of the capacities were measured with a de
Sauty bridge, using a small air condenser of 10.76 pF
h.t.electrode ^GrapkitedFap r COLLECTING ELECTRODE' dominiumF~
*H.T.Supply






(N.P.L. calibration) as standard. The values were
checked by measuring the same ionioation currents
with different condensers and agreement to within
Z 0.5i» was obtained.
Using these condensers it was possible to
O 1 p
measure currents ranging from 3 x 10 amp. to 10""
amp. with high accuracy. Throughout the experiments
the equipment gave trouble-free service.
Measurements of .
The ionisation chambers U3ed to measure JUrt, the
ionisation rate in the empty ^2p box, were designed
•jo
to be as transparent as possible to P ^3-radiation
and at the same time to be sufficiently robust to
ensure that they were not easily distorted. A cyl¬
inder of thin graphited paper (radius 1.2 cm., length
3 cm.) was used as the high voltage electrode with a
coaxial collecting electrode and guard ring (Pig. 17).
Two chambers were used, the first with a paper thick¬
ness of 11.5 mg./cm.2 and the second of 8.7 mg./cm.2.
In both chambers the central oollecting electrode was
a cylinder of aluminium foil (0.1 cm. in diameter,
2.4 mg./cm. thickness), which was mounted on the 1
mm. high projection of the aluminium wire used in the
ionisation chamber stem.
Several corrections had to be applied to derive
the value of from the readings of chamber current.
49.
These covered*
(1) absorption of the ^3 -radiation by the air
(2) absorption of the -radiation by the chamber
walls
(3) shielding of the collecting volume by the
chamber base
(4) shielding by the central electrode
(5) shielding by the rails on the floor of the
box.
The first two corrections were determined experimen¬
tally. This is desirable since y3-ray absorption
curves depend on the relative dispositions of the
source, absorber and detector. To find the correc¬
tion factor for air absorption, a light aluminium
frame (17.6 x 18.0 x 35.5 cm.) was used to support
boxes of paper of various thickness, the 4fl chamber
being placed at the centre of the ^2P box. The re¬
duction in chamber current, allowing for the reduc¬
tion due to the aluminium frame, wa3 measured for
various thicknesses of paper and the mean path of the
^S-radiation in the paper was calculated. The mean
air path was then worked out and the air absorption
found. At 20°C, 760 mm. Hg pressure, a correction
factor of 1.11 was found to be needed.
Tiie wall absorption wa3 corrected for by finding
the reduction in chamber current produced when the
2 ISLE 8
CORRECTIONS SO READINGS
OF 4 rr CHAMBERS.
Correction Factor
Effect Chamber 1 Chamber 2
2
(11.7 nig./cm. ) (8.7 mg./cm.'1)
Air Absorption 1.11 1.11
Wall Absorption 1.075 1.06
Base Shielding 1.023 1.023
Electrode Shielding 1.005 1.005
Rail Shielding 1.02 1.02.
Total 1.25 1.23
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chamber was enclosed in closely-fitting paper hoods
of various thicknesses. She correction factor was
found to be 1.075 for the ioniaation chamber of 11.5
mg./cm.^ wall thickness and 1.06 for that of 8.7 sag./
2
cm. .
She other corrections, which were small, were
calculated (Sable 8) and the total correction factor
was found to be 1.25 for'the first chamber (11.5 mg./
cm.2) and 1.23 for the second (8.7 mg./cm.^).
She collecting volume of an ionisation chamber
is leas than its geometrical volume since a small
amount of the ionisation is always collected by the
guard ring. So find the collecting volume here, the
ioniaation chamber was enclosed in an aluminium cyl¬
inder of 3.0 mm. wall thickness and the chamber
currents were measured when a. radium needle of known
strength (194 mg. - N.P.L. calibration) was placed at
measured distances from the ionisation chamber.
According to Gray (4) and (5), the ionisation
rate at 1 cm. distance from 1 mg, of radium filtered
by 0.5 mm. platinum is 8.4 e.s.u./cc./hr. for an air-
wall chamber (the walls of the chamber being thick
u »
enough to ensure equilibrium electron emission and
wall absorption being corrected for). For an alu¬
minium chamber the ionisation rate is increased, being
multiplied by a factor 1.07. In the present system
a factor of 1.06 was used since part of the ionisation
TASLg 9

















NOtei Standard time to .which readings of JU(T are extrapolated
is 10*00 lira* 7th lov#
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rate in the chamber was due to secondary electrons
generated by the %-rays in the paper wall of the
chamber. It was necessary to employ fairly large
spacings between the radium needle and the ionisation
chamber to minimise the variation in "tf-ray intensity
over the chamber volume. The final value for uni¬
form intensity was derived by extrapolating the curve
p
of id against d where i was the chamber current and
d was the distance from the centre of the needle to
the centre of the chamber.
When ionisation chambers are employed to measure
high ionisation rates, the effective collecting field
is reduced by the large space charges which form
(Boag (15) and (16)). This effect was observed here
and at tie peak ionisation rate of 13,000 e.s.u./cc./
hr. if was found that the voltage required to obtain
complete collection of the ions was 1300 volts.
Three determinations of the ionisation rate
in the empty 32p hox were made. In each experiment
the value of the chamber current was measured both
before and after the volume calibration. The exper¬
iments were made over a period of two months and the
values were extrapolated to a standard time using a
ha3 f-life for 0f 14.5 d. (Lockett and Thomas
(17)). There was remarkably close agreement in the
results (Table 9). The chief sources of error were
in the estimation of the chamber volume (2$), the
(G
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measurement of the current (1$) and in the determina¬
tion of the chamber corrections (1;'). A standard
error of 2.5% in the final result accrued from these.
Thus from Table ^ it was found that at the standard
time and at S.T.P.
= 1060 1 25 e.s.u./cc./hr.
2rt loniaation Chamber.
The 2rr ionisation chamber (Fig. 18), which was
used to measure surface ionioation rates, had a cyl¬
indrical collecting volume of small thickness. The
high voltage electrode was a cylinder (0.90 cm. dia¬
meter^. 24 cm. height) of thin graphited paper, the
flat top being of thickness 3.5 mg./cm.2 and the cir-
cular wall 5.8 mg./cm. . This was supported by a
solid base of diameter 2.03 cm. The base was of
graphite (0.70 cm. thickness) except for the small
central portion which carried the guard ring and the
central electrode wire together with the intervening
insulators of amber and Perspex. The Tufnol disc
behind the graphite base was merely used to support
the wire carrying the H.T. supply to the graphite.
The collecting electrode was the small projection of
the aluminium wire from the chamber stem. This was
of height 0.12 cm. and of radius 0.045 cm., and was
fitted with a. thin di3C of graphited paper (radius
p
0.2 cm., thickness 3.0 mg./cm. ). In early
FIGr» 19v; Small Cylinder System.
FIG. 20. Large Plane System
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experiments, when this disc was not used, it was
found that the current readings were variable due to
substantial ion collection on the amber insulator.
When the disc was introduced this difficulty dis¬
appeared. When ionisation chambers with shallow
collecting volumes are used, the current readings are
sometimes erroneous due to ion multiplication. To
guard against this effect and to ensure that complete
ion collection was obtained, chamber current: collect¬
ing voltage curves were taken for each determination
of ionisation rate,
The 2rtionisation chamber was U3ed in two ways.
In the first it was used alone (Fig. 19) and the
readings of chamber current were used to find the
value of the surface ionisation rate, at the
centre of the flat end of a cylinder of soft tissue
of the 3a.me dimensions as the graphite cylinder.
This system will be called the small cylinder system.
In the second system (Fig. 20), the ionisation cham¬
ber was fitted so that its base lay flush or just
above a thick square sheet of acrylic resin (17.2 x
17.2 x 1.0 cm.). The readings of chamber current
were used to derive the value of at the centra of
zrr
the surface of a plane of soft tissue of the same
dimensions as the sheet of acrylic resin. This
system will be called the large plane system.
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The corrections needed to derive the values of
J. from the chamber currents differed for the two
fcrr
systems and for different positions of these systems
in the P box. As with the 4rr ionisotion cham¬
bers, corrections were required for air and wall
absorption and these were experimentally determined
in the same way. It was found difficult to deter¬
mine the air absorption correction for the large
plane system when it lay close to the walls of the
32p box. This was chiefly because of the large
differences in path length of the y3-ray3 reaching
the chamber. The corrections for the small cylinder
32
system at the centre of the P box and for the
large plane system at 1.65 cm. from the centre of one
of the long sides of the box are given in Table
10. The correction for wall absorption includes a
correction for the small absorption effect due to the
paper disc on the central electrode. The correction
for the shielding effect of the aluminium needle of
the collecting electrode was calculated.
Two sx>ecial corrections were necessary. The
first arose because the chamber measured the ionisa-
tion rate at the mid-point of the chamber volume and
not at the mid-point of the base as required. At
the mid-point of the chamber volume the ionisation
rate is greater than at the base since radiation can
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reach the point over a solid angle greater than 2rf .
The correction required to give the ionisation rate
at the base is given to a close approximation by the
inverse ratio of the solid angle over which radia¬
tion is received at the mid-point to that over which
it is received at the base (2rf). In calculating
the former solid angle allowance was made for the
partial penetration of the ^/3-rays through the edge
of the graphite disc (small cylinder system) or the
acrylic resin sheet (large plane system). The
correction factor for the small cylinder system was
0.89 and for the large plane system O.S&T.
The second correction arose because the back-
scatter coefficient for soft tissue is slightly
greater than for the base of the chamber. A correc¬
tion factor of 1.02 was used.
The volume calibration of the 2rr ionisation.
chamber was made in the same way as for the 4ff ion¬
isation chamber, but here the chamber was enclosed
by a graphite cap of 3 mm. wall thickness. It was
assumed that the ionisation rate inside a carbon
chamber at a fixed distance from a radium source
enclosed in 0.5 mm. platinum is 0.99 times that in¬
side an air-wall chamber at the same distance (wall
absorption being corrected for and the walls being











emission in "both cases).
Uniformity of box.
Before describing the actual measurements of ZIT
for the two systems, it is convenient to digress and
discuss the experimental tests on the uniformity of
activity of the surface of the ^2P box.
In the first test a special ionisation chamber
was used to survey the long sides of the box. The
chamber (Fig, 21) had a cylindrical high voltage
electrode with a coaxial collecting electrode and
guard ring and was in general design similar to the
4tr ionisation chambers. But this chamber was de¬
signed to be directional in its response. The high
voltage electrode was a thick aluminium cylinder
(4.0 cm. length, 1.4 cm. radius and 6 mm. wall thick¬
ness) and ys-radiation was received only through a
long narrow window, this being a slit of 0.9 cm.
width, 3.0 cm. length covered with a thin aluminium
foil (1.0 rag./era. ). The chamber thus received
radiation only over a fairly small angle at right
angles to its axis. The chamber was placed with its
^2
axis along the longitudinal axis of the J P Dox and
was turned round to face the four sides in turn while
readings of chamber current were taken. The readings
war- repeated at various distances along the axis of
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Notes Standard time to which readings of Jatr are extrapolated
is 10.00 hrs. 7th Nov.
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of the box.
The measurements of J^n for the large plane
system (Fig. 20) were made using a light aluminium
frame to support the large sheet of acrylic resin and
the 2rr ionisation chamber at a small distance from
the centre of a. long side of the ^ P box. The frame
was inserted into the box through the hinged end and
because of the intense beam of ya-radiation which
emerged through the open door, it was necessary to
use remote-handling tools. To avoid damage to the
delicate walls of the ionisation chamber in the inses»-
tion process, the spacing between rhe acrylic resin
sheet and the walls of the -^P box was not reduced
below 1.65 cm.
Readings of chamber current were taken with the
ionisation chamber facing the centres of the right-
hand and left-hand long sides of the box. Before
and after each reading the ionisation chamber was
removed from the large plane system and placed alone
at the centre of the ^2P box, where its current was
read. In this way it was possible to detect any
distortion of the chamber brought about by the inser¬
tion process.
Three separate determinations of were made
using the correction factors given in Table 10 . The
results(given in Table lljextrapolated to the
standard time agreed closely and it was concluded
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that the surface ionisation rate at the centre of a
large sheet of tissue of the same size as the sheet
of acrylic resin at a distance of 1.65 cm. from the
centres of the long 3ides of the -*2P box was
JZtr = 509 - 13 e.s.u./cc./hr.
The experimental error was due chiefly to three
causes: the determination of the correction factors
(2$), the volume calibration (1.5$) and the measure¬
ment of currents (1$).
At first sight it might appear that the above
value of would also hold for a plane of tissue
infinitely close to the walls. But as can be seen
from Pig. 20 it is still possible with the above
arrangement for a small amount of ya-radiation from
the rest of the box to be received and backscattered
By the wall immediately opposite the ionisation
chamber. It seems reasonable to suppose that the
correction factor required to the above value of
will be proportional to the solid angle over
which radiation from the rest of the box is received
by the wall just opposite the 2nr ionisation chamber.
To determine the correction factor the solid angle
was reduced by using an enlarged plane (34.6 x 17.2
cm.) in the large plane system and readings of J2rr
with the enlarged and normal plane were taken. With
the normal plane a point on the wall just opposite
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the ionisation chamber receives y3-radiation over a
solid angle of 0.185* 2rr and with the large plane
over a solid angle of 0*130.20*. The decrease in J2n
brought about by using the enlarged plane was deter¬
mined as (1.4 - 0.8)$, and it was concluded that for
zero solid angle the decrease would be (4.7 ± 2.8)$.
Hence the correction factor by which the value of
for 1.65 cm. spacing must be multiplied is 0.95 t
0.03. Therefore it was concluded that the ionisation
rate at the centre of a large sheet of tissue placed
infinitely close to the walls of the 3 P box would be
J2rr = 4^5 1 20 e.s.u./cc./hr.
Final Results and Discussion.
A comparison can now be made of the experimental
results and the theoretical predictions. It was
found that at the standard time
JUn = 1060 i 25 e.s.u./cc./hr.
The value of JirT was found for two cases. In the
first it was found that at the centre of the flat
end of a small cylinder of tissue at the centre of
the 32P box
J2n = 619 - 15 e.s.u./cc./hr.
and .*. JZ(r = (O.583 + 0.02)JkrT.
The predicted value from equation (2?) was, allowing
for a small error (2$) in the constants,
J2n = (0.5% t 0.01)JUir
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showing satisfactory agreement. From the measure¬
ments with the large plane system it was found that
the ionisation rate on the surface of a large plane
of tissue placed infinitely close to the walls of
the ^2P "box was
~ - 20 e.s.u./cc./hr.
and .*. J2pf = (0.46 ± 0.02)^.
The predicted value from equation (20 was
J2,ft = (0.483 ± 0.005 )<W
Here the difference lies just at the extremes of the
standard errors, and the possibility arises that the
difference may be a real one. But in view of the
difficulties surrounding accurate measurements of
surface ionisation rates, it is reasonable to suppose
that the difference i3 due to experimental errors.
On the whole the results are in reasonable
agreement with the theoretical predictions. They
confirm that there is a large increase in surface ion¬
isation rate and hence dosage rate when the air gap
\2
between the tissue mass and the walls of the P box
is large. They also show that the actual dose rates
at points on tissue phantoms of simple shape where
radiation transmitted through the tissue is negligible
may be derived with fair accuracy (i 5>) from measure¬
ments of the ionisation rate inside the empty ^2P box.
63.
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With the growth of radiobiology and radiation
chemistry in recent years, there has been renewed
interest in the question of whether liquid water shows
any significant anomaly as regards its stopping
power for * -particles. According to Bragg's law,
the stopping power of a given atom is unaffected "by-
its chemical attachment to other atoms and by the
phase - gaseous, liquid or solid - in which the atom
is present, and hence the stopping power of a sub¬
stance may be derived when its composition and the
stopping powers of its constituent atoms are known.
There are two quantities generally employed in
the discussion of the validity of this law. The
first is the molecular stopping power,s,of a substance
at a particular rt. -particle energy, sometimes called
the differential molecular stopping power. This is
defined as the stopping power of one molecule of the
substance relative to that of the average atom of
air. The second quantity is the integral molecular
stopping power,S,of the substance and is defined as
the ratio of the range of a given d-particle in air
to its range in the substance, the range in air being
expressed as the number of atoms per unit area in the
thickness of air traversed and the range in the
66.
substance as the number of molecules per unit area.
If we denote the absolute stopping power of the
average air atom at a particular oc-particle energy
as sa and the absolute stopping power of one molecule
of the substance as sx then the molecular stopping
power of the substance is
s = fx (1).
sa
The integral molecular stopping power of the sub¬
stance for an o<.-particle of energy E is then
s =. j:-^e (2).E
'O
If sa and sx vary in exactly the same way with energy
then s and S will be equal. The Bragg law is often
assumed to hold for both s and S, but it would appear
more likely to apply to s and discrepancies in the
value of S might be expected due to different varia¬
tions of s with energy for the constituent atoms of
a substance.
In an extensive review of the experimental
evidence available in 1944, Gray (1) concluded that
the integral molecular stopping powers of polyatomic
gases for ^-particles of energy 5.3 MeV to 8.8 LleV
could be derived to an accuracy of - 2^ from their
constituent atoms using the Bragg law. The evidence
for the validity of the law for solid materials is
not so extensive but measurements on mica by
67.
Bennett (2), on polythene by Wilkinson (3) and on
polystyrene by Ellis, Rossi and Failla (4), reveal
no anomalies greater than £ 3$. Recent measurements
by Phelps, Heubner and Hutchinson (5) on the stopping
powers of various organic materials at an ck-particle
energy of 6.0 Me? reveal small anomalies which are
less than 4.5/'.
The question of whether the Bragg law applies
to liquid water has been the subject of several in¬
vestigations but conflicting results have been ob¬
tained. An early experiment by Michl (6) gave a
range for Po -particles 20$ less than would be ex¬
pected from the ranges in hydrogen and oxygen, in¬
dicating that the integral molecular stopping power
of liquid water is 20$ greater than the prediction
of the Bragg law. Another early experiment by
Philipp (7) revealed a similar anomaly for the range
of RaC' -particles. More recently, Appleyard (8)
found that the molecular stopping power for oc-
particles at an energy of approximately 4.5 Me? is
15$ greater than expected. On the other hand
measurements of the ranges of the -particles of Po
and RaC* by de Carvalho and Yagoda ( 9 ) reveal ano¬
malies of much smaller amount, namely 3$ for Po <*-
particles and 4$ for RaC1 oc-particles. Recent
measurements by Ellis, Rossi and Failla (10), reveal
no difference in stopping power for Po oc-particles
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between water in the liquid phase and in the vapour
phase. It may be added that Forster (II) found a
small anomaly (3$) for the molecular stopping power
of water vapour for 04-particles of mean energy about
4.0 MeV but this is of the opposite sign from those
reported for liquid water. Appleyard (12 ) found
that the range of Po oc—particles in water vapour
agrees with the prediction of the Bragg law.
Hi© present investigation was planned to find
the molecular stopping power of liquid water at an
-particle energy of about 6 Me?. It was at first
hoped to do this by using a small cell with a thin
layer of liquid water enclosed by two thin windows
and finding the air equivalent of the cell with and
without the water layer. Phis method was found im¬
practicable due to the ease with which the water leyer
was distorted and due to the difficulty in obtaining
a uniform water layer. Instead it was decided to
use an agar gel containing a high percentage of
water in place of ordinary water, and this artifice
proved successful. An agar gel containing 2.5$ by
weight of agar is surprisingly rigid and a layer of
the gel has the same air equivalent to an accuracy of
0.5$ as a layer of equal mass thickness of water
even if the molecular stopping power of water is
anomalous to the extent of 15$, In the present
experiments a thin layer of this gel was enclosed in
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thin mica covers to form a mica-agar sandwich and
the air equivalent of the layer of gel was found by
determining the air equivalents of the sandwich with
and without the gel present. The measurements were
made with a source of ThC* c*-particles. A calibra¬
ted y£-ray thickness gauge using a source of -^S was
used to measure the mass thickness of the agar layer.
From the two measurements the thickness of gel equi¬
valent in stopping power to 1 cm. of dry air at 15°C
and 76.0 cm. Hg pressure was found and hence the
stopping power of one molecule of water relative to
the average atom of air was derived.
The ys -ray thickness gauge and the construction
of the mica-agar sandwiches are described in Chapter
II. In Chapter III the application of the yS-ray
gauge to the measurement of the thickness of a layer
of agar gel in a mica-agar sandwich is described and
details are given of the methods by which the cali¬
bration was made. Finally in Chapter IV the method
of determining the air equivalent of the layer of
agar gel and the experimental measurements from
which the molecular stopping power of liquid water
was deduced are described.
FIG. 1.
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^3-ray Thickness Gauge,
It is convenient to describe first the yS-ray
thickness gauge as this was employed for a variety of
purposes during the investigation. The application
of the gauge to the measurement of the thickness of a
layer of agar gel enclosed in mica covers is described
in Chapter III.
15
The radioactive isotope of sulphur, J S, forms
a suitable source for a y3~ray thickness gauge for
the measurement of thin films of the order of 5 mg./
o
cm. thickness, since it emits only y3-radiation of
maximum energy 0.167 Me? and in a suitable geometri¬
cal system has an absorption coefficient of roughly
p
0.28 em. /kg. corresponding to a half-value layer of
2
2.5 mg./cm.It has the advantage of a reasonably
long half-life, 87.1 days, and a source once prepared
can be used over a period of several months.
The gauge used (Pig. 1) consisted of a thick
source of -^S placed below an end-window Geiger-
Muller counter with the absorber under measurement
inserted between the source and the counter. The
counter was an EHM2 tube of internal diameter 2,54
2
cm. with a mica end-window of 2.1 mg./cm. thickness,
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and was mounted on a standard counting stand inside
a square lead castle. The source was a disc of
blotting paper of 14.0 mg./cm. thickness and 2.5 cm.
diameter, impregnated with -^S and fixed by adhesive
to a thin aluminium disc which was mounted on a
standard plate. The plate was inserted on the third
shelf of the counting stand so that the paper disc
lay 3.5 cm, from the counter window. The impregna¬
tion of the paper disc with ^5g was carried out by
adding some drops of a dilute solution of carrier-free
■35
S and allowing the disc to dry. In order to fix
the 35s to the paper, a few drops of amyl acetate to
which a trace of Durofix adhesive had been added were
placed on the paper disc and the disc finally dried.
The specimen plate, on which the absorbers under
measurement were placed, was a brass plate of 4.2 mm.
thickness and had a central hole of 3.0 mm. diameter.
It was mounted on the first shelf below the counter
so that its top surface was 0.80 cm. from the counter
window. Both the source plate and the specimen plate
were specially made to ^ive very close fits in their
respective shelves. The second shelf was used to
carry a guard plate, which was inserted before the
specimen plate was withdrawn, to prevent the counter
being subjected to an intense beam of f*> -radiation.
The source strength was adjusted to give a
















with no absorber on the specimen plate. In carrying
out measurements it was found that a small Perspex
plate of 1.0 mm. thickness with a central aperture of
1,5 cm, diameter, which could be screwed down on top
of hie specimen plate, was useful for keeping flat
certain absorbers such as cellophane which tend to
curl. Careful measurements with and without the
Perspex plate in position showed that the addition of
the Perspex plate produced no change in counting rate
to an accuracy of 1 0.3'/'.
A jS-ray thickness gauge must of course be cali¬
brated for any particular material before use. Cali¬
bration curves for aluminium, mica, polystyrene,
cellophane and polythene are shown in Figure 2. The
method employed in obtaining these curves was to pre¬
pare small sheets of the materials of area roughly
3.0 x 3.0 cm. and determine their average mass thick¬
ness by weighing them and measuring their areas.
Each sheet was measured with the ^3-ray thickness
gauge at nine points, the sheet being divided into
nine squares, and if uhe sheet was uniform to within
a few per cent., the mean of the readings was taken
as corresponding to the average thickness of the
sheet.
All readings of counting rate require correc¬
tion for losses due to the dead-time of the counter
and for the background counting rate. Frequent
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readings of the zero-absorber counting rate are
necessary since small changes may occur, In addit¬
ion to the effect of temperature variations on the
counter, there is another effect due to the long air
path, 3.5 cm., between the source and the counter.
At 15°C and a pressure of 76.0 cm, Ilg the thickness
of the air between the source and counter is 4.3 ag./
2 ,
cm., and a change of 1 in the absolute temperature
or the pressure changes the sero-absorber counting
rate by roughly 1$,
The calibration curves show that mica and alu¬
minium give quite different curves from those obtained
with the other materials. It is possible to obtain
approximately the same curve for all five materials
up to thicknesses of 5 mg./cm. by placing a fixed
screen of 3 mg./cm. of mica over the aperture of
the specimen plate, but in the present investigation
this additional screen was not used.
The accuracy conveniently obtainable in the
measurement of an absorber of unknown thickness with
a p-ray gauge of the present type is of the order of
± l,0fo. There are two determinations of counting
rate to be made, one with the absorber present and
one with it absent, and these are always subject to a
statistical error due to the random variations in the
disintegration rate of a radioactive substance. If
the calibration curve is assumed exponential and the
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half-value layer mQ has been determined to high
accuracy, then if A r denotes the statistical error
in r, the ratio of the counting rate for the absor¬
ber to that for zero absorber, the standard error
Am in the determination of m, the mass thickness of
the absorber, is given by
, Abu - mo ( ^ \ t^\
m loge 2K—>
Therefore for a gauge having a zero-absorber counting
rate of 10,000 counts/min., a measurement accurate to
± 1$ for an absorber approximately equal to the half-
value layer requires a counting period of 4 minutes
for the absorber reading and a counting period of 2
minutes for the zero-absorber reading. This is on
the assumption that no other sources of error affect
the measurement. In practice the calibration curve
is difficult to determine to an accuracy better than
1.0$, and an allowance must be made for this.
The salient advantages of the gauge are its
simplicity and the fact that it measures the thick¬
ness of an absorber over a small area. It is
extremely useful for testing the uniformity of ab¬
sorbers. Its applications in the present investi¬
gation are described in the course of the report.
hica-Agar Sandwiches.
In the determination of the stopping power of
water the measurements were made on a thin layer of
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agar gel enclosed in mica covers, i.e. a mica-agar
sandwich. The sandwiches had mica covers ranging
p
from 1.65 to 2,3 mg./cm. and the thickness of agar
p 2
gel used varied from 1.9 mg./cm. to 3#7 mg./cm. ,
Each sandwich had mica covers of nearly equal thick¬
ness. The pieces of sandwich used were squares of
1.5 cm. side and these were mounted inside a small
brass holder with a central aperture of 5.0 mm.
diameter (Pig. 3).
Each small piece of sandwich was cut from a
selected area of a large sheet of the order of 8.0 x
8.0 cm. in area. The mica sheets used in the large
sandwiches were all obtained from the same piece of
Bengal Ruby mica, this mica being of the muscovite
group. A given sheet of mica was split into two
sheets by using a very fine tungsten needle to make
the initial split and then completing the separation
by inserting a small piece of moistened cardboard to
force the sheets apart. With this technique it was
possible to obtain thin sheets almost free from
scratches. In all about two hundred thin sheets of
2
thickness ranging from 1.65 to 2,3 mg./cm. were pre¬
pared. The —ray thickness gauge was used to
measure the sheets, an accurate calibration being
made beforehand.
The agar gel was made with powdered agar supplied
by the Qxo Laboratories. Agar is made from seaweed
80.
CHAPTER III.
MDaSUR^PIBNT of thickness of agar gel layers.
Method.
The major difficulty in this investigation was
the accurate measurement of the thickness of the
agar gel layers in the mica-agar sandwiches, The
possibility of measuring the thickness with an
optical microscope was explored but due to the diffi¬
culty of locating the surfaces of the layer, the
possibility of errors due to the birefringence of
mica and the difficulty of obtaining a suitable
microscope, it was decided to seek some other method.
The device chosen was the y£-ray thickness gauge,
the method being to place the mica-agar sandwich on
the specimen plate and find the ratio of the counting
rate for the complete sandwich to that obtained with
the agar gel absent. The method seemed sufficiently
sensitive for layers of agar gel of thickness 1.5 to
/ 2
3.5 mg./cm, and the sole difficulty was establishing
the calibration curve for the device.
In the early experiments on this method it was
found that the counting rate obtained with an
absorber placed in the brass holder used for the
mica-agar sandwiches and with the holder mounted
centrally on the specimen plate agreed to an accuracy
of 1 0.2^ with the counting rate obtained with the
FIG.4.Calibrationcurveshowinghocountira fsystemde reas s asthicknessofpolythenelay renclo edimicacov sin reas .
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absorber sorely placed on the specimen plate. The
p
absorbers used in this test ranged from 1.5 rag./cm.
to 3.0 mg./cm.It follows that a calibration
curve obtained for mica-agar sandwiches merely placed
on the specimen plate will also hold for sandwiches
mounted in the holder and placed on the plate.
It was decided to carry out trial experiments
first with various solid materials replacing the agar
gel layer in a mica-agar sandwich. Since the thick¬
ness of the absorbers could be found directly, cali¬
bration curves for the materials could thus be
p
obtained. Two sheets of mica each of 2.0 rag./cm.
thickness were selected as the covers and to ensure
that these could be accurately replaced in the same
position on the specimen plate, small ink circles
were made around the portion placed over the aperture
of the specimen plate. The counting rate with the
mica covers on the specimen plate was determined, an
absorber of known thickness was placed between the
mica covers and the counting rate again determined.
Readings were taken with absorbers of polythene,
polystyrene, cellophane, mica and aluminium ranging
in thickness from 1.0 to 5.5 mg./cm, . The cali¬
bration curve obtained with polythene (Pig, 4) is
approximately exponential but there is a small
increase in slope with thickness beyond 4.0 mg./cm.
The half-value layers obtained with the five absorber
TABLE 1
HALF-VALUE LAYERS WITH BETA-KAY THICKNESS GAUGE
FOR MATERIALS INSIDE MICA COVERS
2
Thickness of Single Mica Cover » 2,0 mg./cm.
Half-value layer reduces counting rate




Polythene 2.43 ± 0.03
Polystyrene 2.53 - 0.05
Cellophane 2,52 1 0.06
Mica 2.55 £ 0.03
Aluminium 2.58 1 0.03
TABLE 2
COLLECTIQKS FOR MICA COVERS,
2
If mica covers different from 2.0 mg./cm. are used
to enclose polythene, readings of polythene thickness
2









il.65 xag./cm.^) (2.35 m&./cm,2)
2.00 + 0.02 - 0,04
3.00 + 0.02 - 0.06
4.00 + o» 03 - 0.08
5.00 + 0.04 - 0.11
6.00 4- 0.05 - 0.13
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materials (Table 1) show a change of 6.0/ in going
from polythene to aluminium, but there is a difference
of only 4/ between polythene and polystyrene. This
suggests that the calibration curve for layers of
agar gel will not differ by more than 4/ from that
for polythene in view of the fact that the electronic
density of water (number of electrons per gm.) is
intermediate between the electronic densities for
polythene and polystyrene.
The calibration curve obtained for polythene is
not greatly affected by using mica covers of thick-
2 2
ness 1,65 mg./cm, or 2.35 mg./cm. in place of the
2
2,0 mg./cm. covers. Measurements were made with
these two thicknesses of cover enclosing polythene
absorbers. The ratio of counting rates obtained
with the thinner covers for a given polythene sheet
was slightly greater than the ratio obtained with the
2
2,0 mg./cm. covers, while the ratio obtained with
the thicker covers was always less. From the results
obtained with these covers, corrections were derived
(Table 2) so that values of thickness read from the
calibration curve for 2,0 mg./cm. covers could be
adjusted to give the true values.
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Direct Calibration of Gauge.
In view of the reported anomaly in the stopping
power of water for oc-particlee it was thought that
perhaps a similar anomaly might occur in respect of
absorption curves obtained with soft y3 -radiation.
The fact that these so-called absorption curves are
determined by both scattering and absorption does not
rule out the possibility of some anomaly existing.
It was therefore decided to attempt a direct cali¬
bration of the gauge for mica-agar sandwiches. The
plan was to prepare a fairly uniform sheet of sand¬
wich, measure the thickness of the agar layer at a
large number of points by assuming that the calibra¬
tion curve for polythene held for water, and thus
find the mean thickness of the agar layer. This
value could then be compared with that obtained by
weighing the sheet of sandwich with and without the
agar layer present and the correction required in the
assumed calibration curve could then be worked out.
Trials were carried out with small areas of
sandwich roughly 2.5 x 2.5 cm. in area and it was
found possible to reduce the variation in thickness
of the layer of agar gel to within 1 15/°. It was
decided to measure the thickness with the ^5-ray
gauge at nine points, the points being at the centres
of the nine squares into which the sheet was geo¬
metrically divided, Measurements with various sheets
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showed that there was negligible change in counting
rate at any of these points over a period of ten
xainutes, and that therefore a sheet could be assayed
by counting at these points for a period of 30 seccsads
each, allowing time for moving the sheet on the
specimen plate.
there are however some pitfalls in this method.
The small sheet of sandwich is cut from a large sheet
and in the cutting process the perimeter of the small
sheet is compressed so that in this region the layer
of agar gel is reduced in thickness. Further,
evaporation losses occur from the perimeter during
the measurements with the yS-ray gauge, and the rate
of evaporation is not constant, being greatest
immediately following the cutting and then decreasing
rapidly. The y3-ray determination of average thick¬
ness of the layer of agar gel corresponds to a sheet
which is perfectly cut and free from evaporation
losses so that all perimeter effects are negligible.
The determination of the average thickness by weigh¬
ing is affected by the perimeter effects and these
must be corrected for to give the average thickness
of a perfect sheet. The error made by neglecting
this correction may amount to about 15$,and in fact
in early experiments when this correction was deemed
negligible,results were obtained which seemed to
show that water had a much lower half-value layer
TABUS 3
DIRECT CALIBRATION OF BETA-RAY GAUGE
Sheet Perimeter Correction Agar Gel Thickness $ Error
as fo of thickness nijg./ c.ma in Gauge
fi-ray Gauge Weighing
-
1 16.2 1.95 1.88 + 3.6
2 14.5 2.43 2.45 - 0.8
3 12.7 2.29 2.23 + 2,6
4 10.5 2.49 2,40 + 3.6
5 12.0 5.06 5.18 - 2.4
6 14.0 5.12 5.40 - 5.5
7 10.5 5.20 4.94 + 5.0
8 11.5 5.48 5.25 + 4.2
Mean Value + 1.3
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measured at six places and the error in the deter¬
mination of the area was estimated at 1 2fo. The
square was then weighed at a noted time. The peri¬
meter effects were then corrected for by the proced¬
ure detailed above, and the corrected weight of the
square was found. As the mica sheets were of known
thickness, the corrected thickness of the agar gel
layer was thus found. The standard error in the
corrected thickness was estimated at 3$, arising
chiefly in the determination of the perimeter correc¬
tion (2<fo) and the measurement of area (2^). The
standard error in the measurement of thickness by the
yi-ray gauge v/as estimated at 2$.
In Table 3 the results are given for the eight
sheets tested. In the first column is given the
correction for the perimeter effects, and in the
second and third columns the mean thicknesses derived
by weighing and by the gauge. In the final column
the percentage error in the gauge reading is given.
The estimate of each error is subject to an error of
± 4$, due to the errors in the determinations of
thickness. In the region of 2.3 mg./cm.2 there is
the possibility of a small systematic error in the
gauge of less than 3?°, but viewing the results as a
whole it seems reasonable to conclude that the poly¬
thene calibration curve is valid for the agar gel to
an accuracy of ± 3/^.
FIG.'5.ApparatususedtoinvestigatebsorptionfSfl-radiatiinw r.
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"..ile .anl-i Axpo riment.
As the direct calibration of the gauge is a
difficult procedure, an independent test was carried
out to find if there Was any difference in the
35
absorption curves for polythene and water for S yB-
rudiation.
The principle in this experiment is to mount a
capillary tube with a flat cover on top below the
water surface in a large tank, place a ^5$ source
below the capillary tube and an end-window counter
above, and determine Che change in cou.nting rate as
the water level is altered. In such a system the
change in level of „ater can be accurately controlled
and measured by withdrawing or adding a weighed
amount of water with a hypodermic syringe. The thick¬
ness of the water layer above the capillary tube can
be reduced only to a certain level which depends on
the degree of flatness and horizontality of the capill-*
ary top, but above this level an absorption curve can
be determined. An absorption curve for polythene can
then be derived by removing the water and placing
polythene absorbers on the cap. By allowing for the
zero level of water above the capillary tube in the
water measurements, it is possible to compare the two
curves and detect any significant difference between
uhe two materials.
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mounted on three levelling screws. Its internal
diameter v.'as 14.30 cm. and its depth 2.90 cm. At
its centre was fitted a small hollow brass stem of
diameter 1.25 cm. and the brass holder carrying the
capillary tube was placed on this stem. The stem
protruded 1,0 cm. below the base of the tank and was
35
threaded so that a b source mounted on a screw
could be inserted below the capillary tube. The tank
was fitted with a circular plate of brass, of diameter
13.0 cm. .-nd height 1,25 em. with a central hole of
2.50 cm, diameter, to reduce the total volume of
water in the tank. A thin brass lid was screwed to
the top of the tank and this had a central aperture
of 2.54 mm. diameter above which the counter was
placed. There was also a small hole 1.27 cm, diameter,? r
at 3.0 cm. from the edge of the lid through which a
syringe could be introduced to withdraw or add water
to the tank.
The brass holder (Fig. 6) which fitted on the
central stem consisted of two main parts. The first
was a brass cap of height 1,2 cm. and soldered into a
central hole in its top surface was a 4.0 mm. length
of surgical steel tubing of external diameter 0.8 mm.
and internal diameter 0.5 mm. The second part was
an auxiliary cap of brass with a small hole of 1,2 mm.
diameter drilled at the centre of its top surface.
It was 0.5 cm. high and was machined to fit closely
90.
over the first cap. The auxiliary cap was used to
hold down a cover of thin polythene over the steel
capillary tubing. Before fitting the cover the top
of the capillary tube was carefully ground flat.
Then the top surface of the main brass cap was lightly
smeared with Durofix adhesive. A piece of polythene
sheet about 1.0 x 1.0 cm. in area and of 1.2 mg./cm.
thickness was next placed to form a small tent over
the capillary tube, the adhesive securing the base of
the tent to the top surface of the main brass cap.
The auxiliary brass cap was then pushed on to the main
cap, this causing the polythene to be pulled down to
form a taut skin over the capillary tube. The poly¬
thene cover over the top of the capillary tube was
inspected with a microscope to detect any scars or
pinholes. Usually three or four covers were fitted
before a satisfactory one was found. With the auxil¬
iary cap in position the length of capillary tubing
above the holder was 1.5 mm.
The source of -radiation (Fig. 7) was a
small piece of blotting paper (14.0 mg./cm.and was
of approximately 1.0 mm. diameter. This piece of
paper was placed in 1 miilicurie of carrier-free
solution in a standard Harwell isotope bottle, the
solution was dried by an overhead lamp and the paper
was removed. It was then fixed with a little adhes¬
ive in a small cavity 1.0 mm. deep at the top of a
9i.
thin braes rod. The rod was fitted to a screw and
inserted in the stem of the brass tank so that the
paper source was approximately 5.0 mm, below the top
surface of the capillary tube.
The counter was an EBM2 tube with a mica end-
2
window of 2.2 mg./cm. thickness and was mounted 1
mm. above the central aperture of the lid so that its
window was 1.6 cm, above the top of the capillary
tube. The syringe used had a capacity of 2.0 cc.
and was fitted with a needle of 1.0 mm. external dia¬
meter. The weighings of the syringe were carried
out on a quick-weighing Stanton chemical balance.
Before use the wide tank was carefully cleaned.
Then the brass holder carrying the capillary tube was
inserted on the stem and the source placed in posi¬
tion. The counting rate was then measured. After
this the tank was flushed several times with dis¬
tilled water. It was finally filled with distilled
water containing a minute amount of Teepol, the con¬
centration being 100 mg. per litre. The addition of
this Teepol removed a troublesome tendency of the
water surface to recede from the top of the capillary
tube. any bubbles of air on the water surface and
on the brass were carefully removed.
Hough absorption curves were first taken by
adjusting the water level above the capillary tube to
p
about 12 mg./cm. thickness and reducing the level by
92.
removing known quantities of water with the syringe.
2
Since the area of the tank was 160.6 cm. , removal
of 0.1 cc. of water produced a reduction of 0.622 njg/
2
cm. in the water level. At a certain Jevel there
was a sharp bend in the absorption curve indicating
that the water surface was being affected by the top
surface of the capillary tube. The tank setting
was chen adjusted by means of the levelling screws
so that this bend in the absorption curve occurred
at the smallest possible level of water, The mini¬
mum value was found to occur at a water level cor-
responding to a uniform layer of 2.5 mg./cm. .
The zero level of the water was then fixed
slightly above this at a thickness of 3.0 mg./cm.
and the absorption curve was carefully determined by
finding the reduction in counting rate brought about
by increasing the level of the water by known amounts.
The procedure followed was to weigh the syringe, con¬
taining about 2,0 cc, of water, in a small cardboard
box, while at the same time determining the counting
rate at the approximate zero level. A small quan¬
tity of water was then added to the tank, the divi¬
sions on the syringe stem being used as a guide and
the exact amount being found by reweighing. The
addition of the water was made slowly and no bubbles
of air were formed. About 30 seconds after the
addition a determination of the new counting rate was
PIG.8
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FIG. 9. Modifications to apparatus shown in Fig. 5
35
to investigate absorption of S ^3-radiation
in polythene and polystyrene.
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made and the reduction in counting rate calculated.
_iie syringe was then used to withdraw a quantity of
water roughly equal to that which was added, the
exact amount being determined by weighing, and the
alteration in counting rate was found. Prom the
quantity withdrawn, usually about 5?» less than that
added, the change in counting rate produced by a
layer of hie same thickness as was first added was
calculated. The two changes in counting rate ob¬
tained by adding and removing water differed usually
by less than 3^ and the mean of the two changes was
taken as the final value. By carrying out the de¬
termination in this way any steady change in the
water level due to evaporation or alteration in
temperature was corrected for. By using different
2
alterations in level up to 7.2 mg./cm. , the absorp¬
tion curve in water above the zero level was deter¬
mined.
The absorption curve obtained (Pig. 8) is closely
p
exponential with a half-value layer of 2.40 mg./cm.
2
down to a thickness of 5 mg./cm. . Beyond this the
curve begins to slope more steeply.
Absorption curves for polythene and polystyrene
absorbers were next determined. The tank was
drained and the polythene cap dried. A small alu¬
minium cylinder (Pig. 9) with a central hole of 2.0
mm, was fitted on the brass holder carrying the
94,
capillary tube. The surface of the cylinder was
less than 0,5 mm, above the top of the capillaiy
tube, so that absorbers placed on the cylinder were
fairly close to the polythene cover on the capillary
tube, The aluminium cylinder was surrounded by a
disc of Perapex to simulate the conditions in the
measurement of water absorption. The lid of the
tank was kept in position as it was found that
slightly different readings were obtained when it
was removed.
In carrying out the measurements it was found
desirable to use a small thin disc of Perspex with
a central hole of 5 mm. diameter to keep the absor¬
bers flat. It was also found that when a polysty¬
rene absorber was placed in position for a short
time and then removed the counting rate was often
about 6$ lower than its original value and that it
slowly returned to this value in a period of about
five to ten minutes. Ho explanation of this effect
could be found other than that it was due in some
way to electrostatic forces. The effect disappeared
when a thin aluminium leaf (0.2 mg./cm. ) was placed
over the central aperture of the aluminium cylinder,
and this leaf was retained during the rest of the
measurements.
It was found that the absorption curves (Pig.10)
for both polythene and polystyrene were both closely
lOOTs
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p
exponential up to 7.5 mg./cm. . Ihe half-value
2
layer for polythene was 2.37 mg./cm. while that for
2
polystyrene was 2.50 mg./cm. . Before comparing the
absorption curves in polythene and water it should be
noted that in the water measurements the layer of
water used as the sere Level, although equivalent to
, 2
a uniform layer of 3.0 mg./cm. , was probably not
uniform above the aperture of the capillary tube.
However, with a uniform layer one would expect that
the same absorption curve as the experimental one
would be obtained over the main portion with a pose- (
ible difference in the region where the curve begins
to bend down. It therefore seems reasonable to
2
compare the'water curve up to 4.5 mg./cm. thickness
with the polythene curve in the region from 2.8 mg,/
p O
cm. to 7.3 mg./cm, . Both curves are exponential
in these regions, water giving a half-value layer of
2 2
2.40 mg./cm. and polythene 2.37 mg./cm. . Since
the experimental error in both values is about 2fS,
it appears that to an accuracy of 3?£, absorption in
polythene and water are the same.
»
Discussion.
Although the geometry used in the above experi¬
ment is different from that in the jS -ray thickness
2
gauge, the half-value layer obtained, 2.37 mg./era. ,
is fairly close to that found for polythene sheets
96.
placed alone on the specimen plate (2,43 mg./cm.2).
It therefore seems probable that, the absorption curve
measured with the p -ray thickness gauge for poly¬
thene films inside mica covers will also hold for
layers of the agar gel inside similar mica covers.
The results of the experiment in which a direct cali¬
bration of the gauge was attempted lead to a similar
conclusion. It was therefore decided to take the
calibration curve for polythene as holding also for
the agar gel in measuring the thicknesses of the agar,
gel layers in mica-agar sandwiches in the main experi¬
ment and allow for a possible error of 1 yf* in the
values of thickness obtained.
It may be added that the above apparatus used
•55
to compare the absorption of J S p-radiation in
water and polythene can be modified to study the
stopping power of liquids for ot-particles. By using
a source of ThC* oC-particles in place of the *^S
source and using a movable proportional counter
mounted on a vernier movement it appears possible to
find the air equivalent of a small increment in
thickness of the liquid level. Preliminary tests
have already been carried out with such a system and
with a few improvements in the apparatus, including
a more accurately machined capillary tube, it is
hoped to make precise measurements on stopping powers.
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number of <x -particles detected per unit time against
trie air pressure is usually made. The pressure re¬
quired to cut off 50;' of the ok-particles is found
and the thickness of air between the source and
counter at this pressure is expressed in terms of
standard air i.e. dry air at 15°C and a pressure of
76.0 cm. Eg. Another measurement is made with the
absorber absent and the difference in the air thick¬
ness found is the air equivalent of the absorber*
A variable pressure apparatus of this type was
built for the present investigation and several
months were spent on its construction. It was found
unsuitable however. Although evaporation losses
from the mica-agar sandwiches used were made negli¬
gible by sealing the air gaps in the brass holder
with a stiff grease, it was found occasionally that
the layer of agar gel at the centre of the aperture
of the brass holder increased in thickness when the
air pressure was lowered. As an effect of this
kind made exact measurement of the thickness of the
agar gel during the e*.-particle measurements ex¬
tremely difficult, the experiment was abandoned.
Instead it was decided to carry out the measure¬
ments of air equivalents with the mica-agar sandwich
at atmospheric pressure and employ a system in which
a movable source was used so that the distance
between the counter and source was variable. Before









considering the actual system used it is convenient
to discuss briefly a simpler system. In this an e* -
particle source (Pig. 11) is fitted with a collimat-
ing system so that a fine cone of oc-partides
impinges on the end-window of a counter. If the
distance between the source and counter is varied
and the counting rate determined, then a number :
distance curve of the conventional shape (Pig. 12)
will be obtained. If an absorber is placed between
the counter and source and a second number : distance
curve is determined then the air equivalent is given
by finding the spacing between the final parts of
the curves, a correction being applied to give
standard air conditions. Either the 50^ end-point,
the point at which the counting rate falls to half
its initial value, or the extrapolated number end-
point, the point at which the steepest tangent to
the number : distance curve cuts the horizontal axis,
may be used to find the spacing as long as the curves
are of the same shape.
In the actual experimental system (Pig. 13) a
counter with a small aperture was used with an un¬
co llimated source, the counter having been construc¬
ted for the variable-pressure apparatus. The
number : distance curve for such a system for the
region where the distance between source and counter
is large compared with the aperture of the counter
Counting
Rate







and the v.'idtli of the source is an inverse square
curve with a final steep portion (Fig. 14). If,
however, the number of ©<-particles detected per unit
time for a given spacing of counter and source is
expressed as a percentage of that which vould be
detected if no air layer were present between the
source and counter, then a curve will be obtained of
the same shape as the conventional number s distance
curve. For convenience this kind of curve will be
called a percentage number : distance curve. The
percentage number of <*-particles detected per unit
time may be found by geometrical considerations,
since,with no air present and for distances large
compared with the aperture of the counter and the
width of the source,the counting rate will be in¬
versely proportional to the square of the distance
between the counter and source. When an absorber
is present, the percentage number may also be found
by measuring the counting rate with and without the
absorber present. This latter method was usually
employed with a slight modification. If a button
coated with thorium active deposit is used as a
source of ThC* c*-particles of energy 8.78 MeV, ©< -
particles of energies below 6.08 MeV are also pres¬
ent. The percentage number of -particles of
energy 8.78 MeV may still be found by carrying out
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under test and secondly with an absorber which is
thinner but still sufficiently thick to screen off
the 01 -particles of lower energy.
The method of determining the air equivalent
of a layer of agar gel in a mica-agar sandwich con¬
sists then of finding the percentage number : distance
curves for the sandwich with and without the agar
present. If the curves obtained are of the same
shape then it is immaterial whetuer the 50$ end-points
or the extrapolated number end-points are used in
finding the air equivalent of the layer of .agar gel.
If on the other hand the layer of agar gel is not
perfectly uniform over the region traversed by the
-particles while the layers of mica are, dissimilar
curves will be obtained. If the variation in
thickness is Gaussian a pair of curves as in Fig. 15
will be found with the curve for the complete sand¬
wich having a final portion of less steepness. In
this case the 50$ end-points should be used to deiive
the air equivalent of the agar layer. Use of the
extrapolated number end-points will lead to an
underestimate. 2he distance PQ, the difference
between the 50$ end-point and the extrapolated
number end-point, depends on the uniformity of the
layer of agar gel. If the variance in range of the
2.
c*-particle beam produced by this effect is Of, and
that due to other causes such as ordinary straggling,
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defects in the source and oblique traversal of the
absorbing media by the c^-particles is cr^ , then the
total variance is
a* = cr,z+ a* (4).
The intercept PQ is then equal to crj-f" , In the
experiments only sandwiches giving a value of PQ less
than double the standard value for !I!hG,, <*-particles
in air were used. According to Bethe and Ashkin
(14) this standard value is 0.11 cm.
So far the question of the effect of the varia¬
tion in stopping power of mica with -particle
energy has not been discussed. In the measurement
of the percentage number : distance curve for the
empty sandwich, the mica covers should at the 50^
end-point be traversed by <*,-particles of the same
energy as in the measurement on the complete sand¬
wich. Fortunately the variation in stopping power
of mica with <*-particle energy is small, a measure¬
ment of this being described later, and it is thus
permissible to measure the percentage number : dis¬
tance curve with the sandwich covers close together
at the same position as the complete sandwich and
apply a small correction to uhe air equivalent of the
layer of agar gel derived using this curve to give
the true air equivalent.
In compensation for the laboriousness of the
above method compared with the method in which a
FIG.16Schematicdiagr mofvariabledist ncapparatus.
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collimated source and counter of large aperture is
used, there is one advantage for the present problem
in tnat it allows a smaller spacing between the
source and the mica-agar sandwich to be used and
thus permits measurements at higher <x-particle
energies.
Variable Distance Apparatus.
In the apparatus used, which will be referred
to as the variable distance apparatus, a small
counting stand of conventional design was employed
(Fig. 16). A proportional counter with a window of
2.1 mm. diameter covered with thin mica was mounted
with the centre of the window accurately set along
the longitudinal axis of the system. The brass
holder carx-ying the mica-agar sandwich was mounted
on a brass plate with a central aperture of 6.0 mm,
diameter, so that when the plate was inserted in a
closely-fitting slot on the stand the centre of the
mica-agar sandwich was accurately set on the longi¬
tudinal axis of the system and was at a distance of
1.23 em. fx^om the counter window. The source of
thorium active deposit, 3,5 mm. in diameter, was
mounted on a thick brass rod on the axis of the
system and the rod was attached to a travelling micro¬
scope stand so that the. distance of the source from
the counter window could be varied and accurately
mica window (o-8
FIG-, 17. Counter used in variable distance apparatus,






FIG. 18. Source used in variable distance apparatus
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measured. 'The brass plate carrying the mica-agar
sandwich could be withdrawn and replaced by a
similar plate carrying a mica absorber of air equi¬
valent 1.6 cm. less than the sandwich under measure¬
ment, thus allowing the percentage number s distance
curve to be measured.
Counter.
The counter (Fig. 17) was originally designed
for a variable pressure system where a small thin
window was required which could withstand a change
in external pressure of one atmosphere. It was
constructed from a defunct GM2 tube. The usual base
was replaced by a thick brass base of 1.0 mm, thick¬
ness, which had a small aperture of 2.1 mm. diameter
at a distance of 0.70 cm. from the axis of the tube.
The lead filling stem at the top of the tube was
fitted with a glass extension so that the counter
could be readily attached to a filling line and
sealed off after filling.
The aperture in the brass base of the counter
was covered with very thin mica, which was sealed to
the brass with Ficein wax. Some difficulty was ex¬
perienced in finding a suitably thin piece of mica
which could withstand a change in external pressure
of one atmosphere but success was eventually achieved
and the final window is still in good order after
105.
undergoing about two hundred reversals of external
pressure of the order of one atmosphere. The window
was 0.8 mg./csm. thick, being measured with the y3-
ray thickness gauge. A small cylinder was fitted
to the base near the window so that a protective cap
could be fitted when the counter was not in use.
The counter filling was 6.6 cm. Ilg of argon and 0.8
cm. Hg methyl alcohol.
The counter was used both as a Geiger-Muller
counter and as a proportional counter. Its charac¬
teristic curve in the Geiger-Muller region was satis¬
factory, giving a plateau of 140 volts along which
the slope was 0,05;' per volt. The working voltage
used was 1120 volts. When used as a proportional
counter with a supply of 920 volts, a Type 200 power
unit was used and the output pulses, after being
amplified with a 1008B amplifier set at 26 db. atten¬
uation of full amplification, were fed to a 1009B
scaling unit where the discriminator was set at 5
volts. The tests on the proportional counter
system are described later (p.108 ).
Source.
The source (Fig. 18) was a platinum disc sol¬
dered on top of a 4 B.A. screw. The disc was
activated with thorium active deposit by exposing it
in a conventional thorium pot. After activation
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the screw was fitted in a thick brass rod ,nd to cut
off c*-particles from the edges of the disc, a small
cap vitii an aperture of 3.5 mm, was fitted over the
screw. The c* -particles used were those from ThC*
which are of energy 3.78 MeV but there were also
present a group of energy below 6.08 MeV due to ThC.
As will be seen from the disintegration scheme for
thorium active deposit, the decay in specific activ¬
ity of Thc'is controlled by the half-lives of ThB
and ThC and the time of activation of the source.
The brass rod carrying the source was fitted to a
travelling microscope stand equipped with a vernier
device so chat distances could be measured to 0.02
mm.
Variable Pressure Apparatus.
The variable pressure apparatus (Fig, 20),
although originally designed for the main problem,
was eventually employed for secondary purposes such
as determining the variation in stopping power of
mica with -particle energy and testing the detector
system used in the variable distance apparatus. It
consisted of a small cotmter stand with the counter
described above mounted on top. The stand was
fitted with shelves so that various absorbers and
sources could be placed at fixed distances from the
counter. The counter stand was mounted in a large
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brass chamber with a removable top, the chamber being
connected to a filling line so that it could be
filled with dry air at any desired pressure. A
manometer was fitted to the filling line to read the
difference between tne chamber pressure and the ex¬
ternal pressure.
Pre1 iminary I1e sts.
The variable pressure system was used to test
the general equipment. In some of these tests a
small polonium source was used, the polonium being
electrodeposited a few weeks before the tests on the
centre of a small platinum disc. The minimum range
of c*-particle required for detection by the counter
was measured for both types of operation i.e. in the
Geiger-Muller and proportional counter regions.
Counting rate : pressure curves were determined for
both types of operation and compared. A determina¬
tion of the variation in stopping power of mica with
c*-particle energy was also made.
In the first experiment with the counter used
in the Geiger-Muller region the air thickness re¬
quired to cut off 50C/J of the polonium o<-particles
was measured for two different spacings of source and
counter, namely 4.40? cm. and 6.422 cm. There was
a small detectable slope of the counting rate :
pressure curves over the theoretically flat portion
FIG.21,
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and uhe 50/' end-point was taken as half-way down
the final steep portion. The air thicknesses found
agreed to within 0.2$, giving a mean of 3.25 cm.
Using the mean range for Po c*-particles found by
Holloway and Livingston (16) of 3.842 cm. it was
concluded that only ©(-particles of range greater
than 0.59 cm. on entering the counter were detected.
Next the counting rate : pressure curves were
measured with the Po source at a distance of 4.407
cm. from the counter when the coirnter was used first
in the Geiger-Muller region and then as a propor¬
tional counter with the fixed settings of the equip¬
ment mentioned. Similar curves were obtained (Pig.
21) but there was a spacing between the curves
corresponding to an air thickness of I.74 mm. of
standard air indicating that with the proportional
counter an -particle required to spend at least
the final 1.74 mm. of its range in the counting
volume of the counter to ensure detection. Prom
the previous result it was concluded that an c(-
particle of range greater than 0.76 cm. on reaching
the window of the proportional counter was detected.
The counting rate : pressure curve was then
determined for a source of thorium active deposit.
The source was placed at 5.0 cm. from the counter
»
and was covered by a mica screen of about 4.0 cm. air
equivalent. A similar curve to that for a Po source
FIG-.22.Countingrate;pressurecurveobtai dwi hThe1s c invariablepressursystem.
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TABLE 4
Via?IAT ION OF STOPPING POY/ER OF MICA
"."PHI ALPHA—FART ICLE ENERGY.
2
Thickness of Mica = 1.88 mg./cm.
Air Equivalent at Mean Energy of 7.7 MeV = 1.38 cm.










1 4.70 3.30 4.00 0.034 0.975
2 6.10 4.90 5.50 0.014 0.990
3 7.30 6.25 6.77 0.008 0.994
4 8.20 7.25 7.72 - 1.000
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was found with a final portion of smaller steepness
(Pig. 22). Again the theoretically flat portion
was found to have a slight slope.
Apart from the slight slope in the theoretically
flat portion of the counting rate : pressure curves
it was concluded from the tests that the proportional
counter system and the ThC* sources were satisfactory
and could be used with confidence in the variable
distance apparatus.
The variation in the stopping power of Bengal
Kuby mica with<*-partieie energy was next measured
with the variable pressure system. A thin sheet of
mica, 1.87 mg./cm. , was placed in turn on four differ¬
ent shelves above a fixed source of ThC* and the dis¬
placements in the final parts of the counting rate s
pressure curves were used to find the difference in
air equivalent of the mica in the four positions.
The actual air equivalent in any position was found
from the known mean range of ThC* ot-particles and
the measured 50$ end-points of the counting rate :
pressure curves. The ranges of the <x-particles on
entering and leaving the mica were calculated and
the mean energy of traversal found. The results
(Table 4) indicate that there is little variation in
stopping power with ©^-particle energy in the region
of interest and that the simplification in the final
method mentioned above (p.102 ) is permissible. The
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experimental results of Bennett (2) though net ex¬
tending to the lowest energy of ex. -particle used
here, are in good agreement with the present results.
Preliminary I,lea surenents with Variable Distance
Apparatus.
In early measurements with the variable distance
system using various absorbers and sources it was
found that a percentage number : distance curve was
found of the expected type. However there was a
slight slope in the theoretically flat portion which
amounted to about 2.5?<> per cm. in the region just
before the final steep slope. She slope decreased
with distance from the final portion. A slight
slope of this nature may result from several causes.
There will always be a slight slope due to the back-
scattering of <*-particles from the source mounting.
Defects in the source producing deviations from the
ideal thin source will also tend to produce such an
effect and a defect in the counter window such as an
increase in thickness near the rim may play a part.
In addition there must always be a decrease due to
the scattering of c*-particles from the narrow cone
employed.
An effect of this nature in a variable distance
apparatus of the present type is not serious. The
theoretical 50$» end-point of the percentage number :
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distance curve is given "by the point half-way down
the final steep portion. There is a slight urt-
certainty, about 2$, in finding this point as the
slope of the theoretically flat portion changes,btxt
the effect is of no significance in determining the
air equivalent of a layer of agar gel of the order of
2.0 cm. air equivalent.
To check that the apparatus was working satis¬
factorily a preliminary measurement was made of the
difference in range of the -particles from Po and
ThG1. The apparatus was not enclosed and the air
may have been slightly different from standard dry
air but, from the general climatic conditions in the
laboratory, it was assumed that the water vapour con¬
tent of the air was negligible. Percentage number :
distance curves were determined for both sources.
The percentage number of c*-particles detected per
unit time was determined by multiplying each deter¬
mination of counting rate by the square of the dis¬
tance from the source to the counter, taking a read¬
ing 1.0 cm. from the final steep portion as 100^.
Readings were made only of the last 1.4 cm. of the
curve for the Po source and for the last 2,5 cm. of
the ThC1 curve. The points half-way down the final
steep portion were taken as the theoretical 505a end-
points. It was found that when the readings were
corrected to standard air conditions the 50$ end-
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point for the Po source was 3.08 cm., agreeing per¬
fectly with the previous determination made with the
variable-pressure apparatus. For the ThC* source
the 50i? end-point was 7.79 cm,, giving a difference
in mean range of the two o<-particles of 4.71 cm.
The difference in mean range according to the data
given b,y Holloway and Livingston (15) is 4.73 cm.
It was concluded from the good agreement that the
apparatus was functioning satisfactorily. Through¬
out the measurements, checks were made on the 50j£
end-point for TnC' c*-particles. It was sometimes
impossible to make a check on the actual sources used
to measure the mica-agar sandwiches as the sources
were too weak for the large distances used in the
determination of the 50^ end-point for the source
alone. The measurements made however did not
differ by more than ± 0.55= from the value found
above.
measurements of Stopping Power of Water.
In the final measurements of the stopping power
of the agar gel, ten separate measurements were made.
Mica-agar sandwiches were used with matched mica
2
covers ranging from 1.65 to 2.3 mg./cm. and with
layers of agar gel ranging from 1.9 to 3.7 mg./em. .
The procedure in each experiment was first to




























the yB—ray thickness gauge. If the sheets were of
equal and suitable thickness, zhey were used to make
a large sheet of mica-agar sandwich. This was tes¬
ted over the central region with the thickness gauge
and if it was of suitable thickness, a small portion
approximately 1.5 x 1.5 cm. in area was cut out and
inserted in the brass holder. The holder was then
placed on the specimen plate of the gauge and the
counting rate determined.
The holder was next placed on the brass plate
used in the variable distance apparatus. A qv_ick
determination was made of the approximate 50$ end-
point, the rough air equivalent was found and a
second brass plate was fitted with a mica absorber
of air equivalent approximately 1.6 cm. less than
the mica-agar sandwich. An accurate determination
of the 50$ end-point followed in which alternate
readings were taken with the two plates and the per¬
centage number : distance curve was drawn. One ad¬
vantage of this method compared with the method in
which the percentage counting rate is found by geo¬
metrical considerations is that corrections for de¬
cay of the activity of the source become negligible.
It will be seen from one of the experimental curves
(Pig. 23) that the "horizontal" portion was at 96$
indicating a slope of 2.5$ per cm. near the last part
of the exirve. If the distance between the 50$ end-
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point and the extrapolated numbers end-point exceeded
2.0 mm. the experiment was abandoned and a new sand¬
wich made. About one in three sandwiches were re¬
jected on this score. At the end of the determina¬
tion of the percentage number : distance curve, the
holder containing the sandwich was transferred to
the specimen plate of the thickness gauge and the
counting rate determined. This reading was some¬
times less than the previous reading, corrected for
variations in the xero-absorber reading of the gauge,
but the decrease on the average corresponded to a
decrease in thickness of the agar gel layer of less
than 2$£, The mean of the two readings was taken
as that corresponding to the time of measurement of
the 50$ end-point.
Next the top plate of the holder was gently
prised up to open the sandwich. The fragments of
agar gel adhering to the mica covers were wiped off
with a piece of filter paper and the covers were
dried under a lamp to remove traces of moisture.
The top plate was then replaced in the holder to form
an empty sandwich and the measurements detailed above
were repeated for this. A reading on the p -ray
thickness gauge was made before and after a determin¬
ation of the 50fo end-point.
The readings of the y3 -ray thickness gauge for
the empty and complete sandwiches, duly corrected for
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any shift in the zero-absorber counting rate, were
\j.sed to derive the thickness of the agar gel layer,
the calibration curve for polythene being employed.
A correction was made where the covers differed
2
significantly from 2.0 mg./cm. .
The temperature and pressure of the air were
separately measured for the two determinations of the
50$ end-point, and the latter were corrected to give
the values in standard air i.e. at a temperature of
15°C and a pressure of 76.0 cm. Hg. The difference
in the two end-points was taken as the air equivalent
of the layer of agar gel, after a few minor correc¬
tions were made.
The first correction was that for the variation
in stopping power of mica with -particle energy.
A correction was made in the 50$ end-point for the
empty sandwich to give the 50$ end-point obtained
with mica covers traversed by <x -particles of the
same energy as in the determination for the complete
sandwich. The correction required was small and
caused a change in the air equivalent of the agar
layer by amounts varying from 0.3 to 0.6$ in the
ten measurements made. The next correction was for
the water vapour content of the air. At a relative
humidity of 100$ at a temperature of 24°C, the
temperature at which most of the experiments were
carried out, the decrease in stopping power of 1 cm.
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of air compared with 1 cm. of dry air is 0.7^. As
no measurements were made of the relative humidity
of the air, it was decided to assume 50$ relative
humidity and make the appropriate correction.
The effect of oblique traversal of the mica-agar
sandwich was considered. For the closest spacing
of counter and source employed namely 2.0 cm., a
calculation of the average increase in path length
in the sandwich shows that it is 0.2$ greater than
for traversal at 90°. The 50?° end-point for the
complete sandwich was corrected for this effect.
The maximum correction in the air equivalent of the
agar layer on this account was 0.5$. Finally the
displacement of air by the sandwich required a cor¬
rection of 0.1$ in the air equivalent of the agar
layer.
The air equivalent of the layer of agar gel,
corrected for these effects, and the measured mass
thickness were used to find the stopping factor f
for the agar gel i.e. the thickness of agar gel in
n
mg./cm. equivalent to 1 cm. of standard air. At
an ©(-particle energy of 6 MeV the stopping factor
for an agar gel containing 2.5$ of agar is 0.075$
greater than the stopping factor for pure water,
assuming no anomaly in the stopping power of liquid
water. Even with a supposed anomaly for liquid
water of 15$, the difference in stopping factors is
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0.45/. It follows that there is negligible error
in taking the two stopping factors as equal.
Ihe molecular stopping of liquid water i.e.
the stopping power of one molecule relative to that
of the average atom of standard air is
s = i200dM (5)
where d is the density of standard air (1.226 x 10""^
gm./ec.), M is the molecular weight of water, and A
is the atomic weight of the average atom of air
(14.56). This equation was used to find the mole¬
cular stopping power of liquid water.
The energy of the oc-particles on entering and
leaving the layer of agar gel was worked out from the
known range of ThC' -particles in air and the mean
energy of traversal was calculated.
As a check on the measurement of stopping power
for liquid water, the 50/ end-point of the empty
sandwich was used to find the stopping factor for
mica i.e. the thickness in rag./cm. equivalent to
1 cm. of air. The actual 50/ end-point for the ThC
source with only air between the source and counter
was not always measured, but the mean of the deter¬
minations made was used in those experiments where
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The results of all ten experiments are dis¬
played in Table 5. The values deduced for the
molecular stopping power of liquid water show very
little variation. The mean energies o£ traversal of
the c<-particles are all fairly close to the mean
value of 5.9 MeV although there is a large variation
in the entry and exit energies for the various sand¬
wiches.
The mean value of the molecular stopping power
of liquid water is 1.47 at a mean o4 -particle energy
of 5.9 MeV. In assessing the error in this deter¬
mination, it appears that the main source of error
may lie in the measurements of thickness with the
jS-ray thickness gauge. Use of the calibration
curve for polythene may produce an error of t 3$,
The individual measurements of stopping power show
very liutle variation from their mean and an allow¬
ance of 1$ appears adequate to cover the possibility
of systematic errors in the determination of air
equivalents. It may be added that use of the
extrapolated number end-point instead of the 50$ end-
point in the determination of air equivalents reduces
the mean value of stopping power by 2.0$.
It is concluded that the experimental error in
the determination is 3.5$ and that therefore the



































































relative to that of the average atom of air at an
c*.-particle energy of 5»9 MeV is
s = 1.47 - 0*05 (6).
In Table 6 the determinations made of the
stopping power of mica are reported. At a mean
energy of traversal of 4.7 MeV the thickness of mica
O
equivalent to 1 cm. of standard air is 1.41 mg./cm. .
From the data given by Bennett (2) the value for
2
Green Madras mica is 1.45 mg./cm, at the same
energy. Bennett found however that there is a
variation in stopping power of about i 2$ among
samples of this kind of mica and concluded that there
would probably be larger differences among micas of
the same general type but of different origins. No
' significance can therefore be attached to the small
difference of 3$ in the present value from that given
by Bennett. The results given are only a rough
check on the functioning of the apparatus, ruling
out the possibility of errors greater than 5
More conclusive evidence is provided by the satis¬
factory result for the difference in range of the
<*.-particles from ThC* and Po.
Discussion.
In the tables of stopping powers given by
vvilkins (36), the values of "differential" stopping
powers are based on tue semi-theoretical calculations
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made by Livingston and Bethe (17), small adjustments
being made to cover the corrections suggested by
Hirschfelder and Magee (18) and by Warshaw (19).
The physical constants used in the calculation are
derived from the ranges of various oC-particles in
the gases. From the tables the atomic stopping
power of hydrogen at 5.9 MeV is 0.205 and that of
oxygen is 1.056 so that if the Bragg law is valid
the molecular stopping power of liquid water at 5.9
MeV is
s = 1.47 ± 0.04 (7)
when an error of 3$ is assigned. The value is the
same as the present experimental result.
According to Gray (1) from a review of the
experimental data on the ranges of ©c.-particles in
oxygen and hydrogen, the integral molecular stopping
power of liquid water, assuming no departure from
the Bragg law is 1.51 for -particles of energy
5.3 MeV and 1.49 for those of energy 7.7 MeV. A
small difference would be expected in the values of
the "differential" and integral stopping powers at
an c>4-particle energy of 5.9 MeV, but this is un¬
likely to exceed 1 2$>* It is concluded that as the
above values exceed the experimental value by 3/* at
most and this lies within the limits of error of the
experimental result that there is no evidence for
any significant failure of the Bragg law.
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Phelps, Heubner and Hutchinson (5) have used
the experimental results on stopping powers of
various liquid gases and organic compounds for protons
at a mean energy of 2?0 MeV obtained by Thompson (21)
and the equation given by Livingston and Bethe with
a small correction factor given by Walske (22) to
calculate the stopping powers of different adorns at
an c*-particle energy of 5.9 MeV. They take account
of the small effects of chemical binding found by
Thompson. If we take the atomic stopping power of
a hydrogen atom with a saturated binding in a carbon
compound, namely 0.204, and that of an oxygen atom
in the liquid gas, 1.075 and use the Bragg law to
compute the molecular stopping power of liquid water
v»e find
s = 1.48 t 0.03 (8).
The excellent agreement with the present experimental
result shows that the stopping powers of hydrogen
and oxygen atoxas are substantially the same in water
as in the liquid gases and various solid materials
used by Thompson.
It is difficult to reconcile the above experi¬
mental result s = 1.47 at an o«.~particle energy of
5.9 MeV with that of 1.71 found by Appleyard (8) at
4.5 MeV unless there is a large increase of stepping
power for a fairly small decrease in energy of the
o<-particle, an event which does not seem very
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probable. The present method could possibly be
used to investigate the variation in stopping power
of liquid water with <x-particle energy but the
sandwich would require to have much thinner mica
covers and a thinner layer of agar gel.
Conclusion.
It is concluded that at an oL-particle energy
of 5.9 MeV the stopping power of one molecule of
liquid water relative to that of the average atom
of air is
s = 1.47 - 0.05.
Tuis value is in close agreement with the values
derived from the atomic stopping powers of hydrogen
and oxygen in the gaseous state and it is concluded
that at an oc-particle energy of 5.9 MeV the Bragg
3aw is valid to an accuracy of 45® for liquid water.
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